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Abstract
An experimental investigation of shock wave induced heating and compression in planar targets relevant to direct-drive inertial conﬁnement fusion (ICF)
was conducted on the OMEGA laser system. A physical understanding of shock
wave heating, radiative heating, and heating by energetic electrons in direct-drive
ICF is necessary because the achievement of energy gain requires accurate control
of the pressure in the main fuel layer. The shock wave provides the dominant
heating mechanism. Plasma conditions of a direct-drive shock wave heated and
compressed planar plastic target were diagnosed using non-collective, spectrally
resolved x-ray scattering and time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy. In the
non-collective x-ray scattering experiment, the spatially averaged electron temperature (Te ) and average ionization (Z) of the shock wave heated target were
inferred from the spectral line shape of the Rayleigh (elastic) and Compton (inelastic) components. Local plasma conditions during shock wave heating and
compression as well as the timing of heat front penetration were diagnosed with
time-resolved Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy of planar plastic foils with a buried
layer of Al. The measured Al 1s-2p spectra were analyzed with an atomic physics
code PrismSPECT to infer Te and the mass density (ρ) assuming uniform plasma
conditions. The experimental results for a variety of square and shaped laser
pulse drives were compared with the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC using a
ﬂux-limited (f = 0.06 and f = 0.1) and a nonlocal thermal transport model. The
accuracy of the electron temperatures inferred from the absorption spectroscopy
experiment was suﬃcient to validate the electron thermal transport model in
LILAC. The LILAC simulation using the nonlocal model or f = 0.06 accurately
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predicts the shock wave heating and timing of heat front penetration for square
and shaped laser pulses while the shock is transiting the foil. The measured shock
wave heating inferred from the x-ray scattering is consistent with the x-ray absorption spectroscopy results. Measurements of the eﬀects of preheat from energetic
electrons generated by the two-plasmon-decay instability are inconclusive due to
the eﬀects of lateral heat ﬂow in the planar geometry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Thermonuclear fusion

Nuclear fusion is the process through which two light nuclei with energies sufﬁcient to overcome the Coulomb barrier are fused together and form a heavier
nucleus releasing a substantial amount of energy. The energy produced from nuclear fusion reactions is the fundamental energy source of stars and the sun. In
the sun, fusion reactions occur under the huge gravitational force that conﬁnes
ionized hydrogen atoms (protons) for a relatively long time at the temperature of
the order of one million degrees Kelvin. Most of the fusion energy is produced
from a cycle of the proton-proton reaction and the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO)
cycle in the interior of the stars.1, 2 To achieve nuclear fusion on earth, the most
favorable candidate of fuel is a mixture of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) because
of its large fusion cross section.3 The cross section for D-T reactions is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than other possible fusion fuel candidates
such as D-D or D-He3 in the temperature range of tens of keV.3 The fusion products of a D-T reaction are a 3.5 MeV helium ion (alpha particle) and a 14.1 MeV
neutron,

D + T = He4 (3.5MeV) + n(14.1MeV).

(1.1)
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The largest D-T reaction rate occurs for a thermal temperature of ∼ 10 keV,
where it would be desirable to operate a fusion power plant.4 There are some
disadvantages of the D-T fusion fuel cycle, for example tritium is a radioactive
isotope of hydrogen with a half-life of 12.3 years. Small amounts occur naturally.
The energy of the D-T fusion neutrons can be captured in lithium to drive the
power plant and also to breed tritium via nuclear ﬁssion. To avoid handling
tritium in fuel cycles, the other candidates of fusion fuels have been considered.5
The deuterium-deuterium reaction has the next largest cross section. The D-D
reaction, given in the Eq. (1.2) and (1.3) ,

D + D = T (1.01MeV) + p(3.03MeV),

(1.2)

= He3 (0.82MeV) + n(2.45MeV),

(1.3)

produces a tritium and a proton at 50% probability and a He3 and a neutron at
the other 50%. Deuterium and He3 can fuse and produce a He4 and a proton,

D + He3 = He4 (3.67MeV) + p(14.67MeV).

(1.4)

For more advanced fusion fuels that minimize radioactivity, elements heavier than
helium such as lithium or boron are candidates. They can be fused with a proton
or a neutron to form a He4 . Fusion reactions with these fuels require a much
higher temperature than the D-T reactions.
To achieve controlled thermonuclear fusion with ICF, the fuels must be conﬁned to a high density (∼ 2 g/cc), heated to the thermonuclear temperature (∼
10 keV) and maintained in this condition for a suﬃciently long time.6 The energy
conﬁnement time, τ , is deﬁned by the ratio of the energy contained in plasma
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divided by the power loss (τ =E/PLoss ). Because ion and electron densities are
equal in hydrogen plasma, the total stored energy is given by
3
3
E = ni kT + ne kT ∼3nkT.
2
2

(1.5)

The Lawson criterion6 for fusion reactions is derived by balancing the power
produced by fusion plus an external power against the power loss by radiation,

Pα + Pext = PLoss .

(1.6)

The rate of fusion processes with deuterons and tritons of density n/2 each is
given by W = n2 σv/4 where σv is the fusion cross section averaged over
a Maxwellian distribution of particles with the relative velocity, v, of the two
nuclei. The fusion energy from D-T reactions is obtained by a product of W and
the kinetic energy, Q, released from D-T reactions,

Pα =

n2
σv Q.
4

(1.7)

In a self-sustained steady-state plasma, Pext = 0, and the power produced by
fusion reactions must be greater than the power loss in the conﬁnement time
(Pα > Ploss = E/τ ). This leads to6

nτ >

12kT
.
σv Q

(1.8)

For the D-T reaction at 10 keV temperature, σv is on the order of 10−18 -10−19
cm3 /s and the energy released of fusion products is Q = 17.6 MeV. Thus, the
Lawson criterion for D-T reactions is

nτ > 2 × 1014 s/cm3 .

(1.9)
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This is the threshold for energy gain. For a signiﬁcant steady state gain, the
condition of nτ > 1015 s/cm3 is required. Similar criteria can be obtained for
other possible fusion reactions.
Two fusion conﬁnement schemes have been pursued to reach the Lawson criterion; magnetic conﬁnement8 and inertial conﬁnement.9, 10 The high temperatures necessary for nuclear fusion ionizes the fuel, creating a plasma. In magnetic
conﬁnement fusion (MCF), the charged particles are conﬁned with an external
magnetic ﬁeld. Fig. 1.1(a) is a schematic of a Tokamak,11 the most successful
magnetic conﬁnement device to date. In this device, the plasma is conﬁned in a
ring-shaped vessel and kept away from the vessel wall by applied magnetic ﬁeld.
Toroidal ﬁeld coils create magnetic ﬁelds (BT ) along the axis of the toroid, providing the primary conﬁnement mechanism. A poloidal magnetic ﬁeld (BP ) is

Fig. 1.1: Schematic pictures of (a) a magnetic conﬁnement in a Tokamak7 having a toroidal magnetic ﬁeld (BT ) and a poloidal magnetic
ﬁeld (BP ) and (b) a direct-drive inertial conﬁnement.
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generated internally by the plasma current. The conﬁned plasma is externally
heated to the thermonuclear temperature with radio frequency waves or by injection of beams of neutral particles. In MCF, the typical fusion ignition condition
to satisfy the Lawson criterion is ne > 1014 cm−3 and the conﬁnement time (τ ) is
on the order of seconds.
Inertial conﬁnement fusion (ICF) takes a completely diﬀerent approach. The
basic concept of inertial conﬁnement fusion is that a spherical capsule ﬁlled
with fusion fuel is imploded either by direct illumination of laser beams (directdrive9, 12–14 ) or by x-ray radiation from a high Z enclosure driven by laser (indirectdrive10, 15 ). This thesis focuses on the direct-drive, laser inertial conﬁnement fusion. As an example, a schematic of a direct-drive laser ICF is shown in Fig.
1.1(b). When the energy from the laser or x-ray radiation is absorbed on the
outer shell of a fusion capsule, the surface is quickly heated up and blasted oﬀ.
The expansion of the outer shell creates a pressure inward as a consequence of
momentum conservation. The pressure created by the exhaust of the material is
called rocket eﬀect. The shock wave launched by this eﬀect compresses the target.
As the fuel is imploded toward the center of capsule, the high temperature and
low density hot spot at the center surrounded by a low temperature and high
density fuel is formed. Once the center of the hot spot region reaches ignition
temperature with the required value of the mass density times the radius (areal
density) of the hot spot, thermonuclear burn occurs. The alpha particles heat
the fuel shell surrounding the hot spot and induce fusion reactions there. This
burn wave propagates outward until the fuel blows apart. To sustain the fusion
reactions, the ignition condition for ICF requires the ignition temperature of ∼ 10
keV to spark ignition and the fuel areal density of 3 g/cm2 to capture alpha par-
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ticles produced.10 The equivalent Lawson criterion for ICF is derived in Section
1.3. Even though the temperatures required for ICF and MCF are similar, the
ICF particle density is much higher than that for MCF and the conﬁnement time,
∼ 100 ps, is much shorter than that for MCF. In the ICF scheme, the particle
density of the compressed core is on the order of 1025 cm−3 and the conﬁnement
time is the disassembly time of the capsule, of the order of 100 ps. The details of
direct-drive ICF are described in the following section.

1.2

Direct-drive inertial conﬁnement fusion

A direct-drive ignition ICF target consists of a spherical cryogenic ice layer of
deuterium and tritium (i.e. main fuel layer) surrounded by a thin plastic layer.16, 17
The laser pulse for a direct-drive implosion consists of a low intensity foot that
sets the shell adiabat, and high intensity main drive to produce a series of weak
shock waves for isentropic compression. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a DT
cryogenic capsule implosion in direct-drive laser ICF. In direct-drive laser ICF,
symmetrically arranged laser beams are uniformly focused on a DT fusion capsule.
The direct laser illumination of the target causes the outer surface of the capsule to
be quickly heated and ablated. The ablation of the surface launches a shock wave
into the fuel and forms low density coronal plasma outside the fuel [see Fig.1.2 (b)].
The electrons in the corona continue to absorb energy from the incident laser near
the critical density where the plasma frequency equals the light frequency. The
laser energy deposited in the corona is transported to the dense region of the fuel
primarily by electron thermal conduction. The ablation surface is deﬁned as the
boundary where material is ablated from the capsule and the remaining material
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Fig. 1.2: A schematic of a direct-drive laser ICF capsule implosion. The
implosion is divided into four stages; (a) laser illumination, (b) shock
wave propagation, (c) compression and (d) stagnation. nc is the critical
density [nc (cm−3 ) = 1.1×1021 /(λμm )2 ].
is accelerated inward. From the conservation of momentum across the ablation
surface, the ﬂow velocity is zero at the ablation surface in the shock frame of
reference with the pressure generated by ablation. The electron thermal transport
in the region between the critical density surface and the ablation surface, called
the conduction zone, is described in Chapter 2.3. The energy carried by electrons
heats the ablation surface, driving the ablation process and producing pressure
to support the shock wave.10 A rarefaction wave is sent outward when the shock
wave propagating inward reaches to the interface between the DT ice and gas.
Around this time, the laser power is rapidly increased to the main drive intensity.
After the rarefaction wave breaks out at the boundary of the DT ice and the CH
shell, the shell moves inward and pushes the cold DT fuel to higher density as a
result of the ablation driven by the main drive pulse [see Fig.1.2 (c)]. The entropy
of the main fuel layer or shell adiabat, α is deﬁned as the ratio of the pressure
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in the main fuel layer to the Fermi degenerate pressure.10 Isentropic compression
of the fuel is essential to achieve high density and keep the fuel relatively cold
because any additional heating to the fuel increases the fuel adiabat, making it
more diﬃcult to compress. During the deceleration phase, the kinetic energy of the
dense fuel is converted into internal energy and a hot spot is formed at the center
[see Fig.1.2 (d)]. Once the temperature at the center reaches the thermonuclear
temperature (∼ 10 keV) and its areal density exceeds 0.3 g/cm2 , ignition occurs
and a thermonuclear burn wave propagates outward.
The performance of spherically symmetric ICF implosions is signiﬁcantly restricted by the hydrodynamic Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)18–20 instability and preheat
due to energetic electrons and x-ray radiation.10, 21, 22 The RT instability occurs
during both the acceleration and deceleration phases of ICF implosions because
in both cases, a hot, low-density plasma accelerates or decelerates a cold, highdensity plasma. The RT instability distorts the uniformity of the implosion, reducing the target compression, and potentially preventing the formation of the
hot-spot.23 X-ray radiation from the corona and energetic electrons generated by
laser plasma interaction (e.g. by the two-plasmon-decay instability24 ) have been
identiﬁed as possible preheating sources.25, 26 Both mechanisms can preheat the
main fuel before the shock-heating occurs. Preheating increases the shell adiabat,
reducing the compressibility of the fuel and leading to a degradation of the target
performance14 as described below.
The growth rate of the RT instability and the minimum laser drive energy
needed for ignition27, 28 can be related through the adiabat. The growth rates for
Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the ablation surface of a target during the acceleration phase can be written as29
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γ = aRT



kg − bRT kVa ,

(1.10)

where aRT = 0.94 and bRT = 2.6 for a deuterium and tritium (DT) target, g is the
shell acceleration, k is the perturbation wavenumber. Since the ablation velocity
3/5

Va is proportional to αout , where αout is the adiabat in the main fuel layer near
the ablation front, increasing αout leads to more ablative stabilization of the RT
instability. The minimum energy required for ignition, εig , scales as27, 28
1.88
εig ∼ αinn
,

(1.11)

where αinn is the adiabat of the inner portion of the shell comprising the thermonuclear fuel. A successful target design for a stable and high performance ICF
implosion creates an adiabat in the shell that strikes a balance between the target
stability (high α) and the minimum laser energy requirements (low α). Adiabat
shaping techniques with a laser picket pulse30 or relaxation pulse31 have been proposed to tailor the spatial proﬁle of the adiabat in the shell. Experiments indicate
that this technique can be successfully applied to direct-drive implosions.32 These
techniques increase the adiabat at the ablation surface to maximize the stabilization of the RT instability and minimize the adiabat in the thermonuclear fuel to
reduce the laser energy required for ignition.

1.3

Lawson criterion for ICF

In contrast to the fusion fuel conﬁned at a low density for a relative long time
in steady state MCF, a capsule ﬁlled with the fusion fuel is imploded in a much
shorter time scale in ICF. The dynamics of the fuel compression is limited by the
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fuel’s inertia so that the fusion reaction must occur before the fuel disassembly.
Thus, the disassembly time of the capsule (τd ) can be used as a characteristic
conﬁnement time in ICF, which can be roughly estimated by a capsule radius R
divided by 4CS , where CS is the sound speed.33 The fusion reaction time, τf usion , is
the inverse of the fusion cross section and number density [τf usion = 1/(σv · n0 )].
The ratio of the disassembly time to the fusion reaction time,
τd
τf usion

= σv n0 τd ,

(1.12)

determines the amount of fuel that is burned within the conﬁnement time.10 Eq.
(1.12) shows that the product of the number density times a characteristic time
as used in Lawson criterion6 can be used for an ICF fusion criterion. It is more
convenient in ICF to express the conﬁnement parameter in terms of the product
of the mass density (ρ) and the radius (R). n0 τd can be approximately related to
ρR using n0 = ρ/mf ,

n0 τd =

1
ρR,
4mf CS

(1.13)

where mf is the average mass of the fuel ions. The equivalent Lawson criterion
for ICF is derived in terms of the fuel areal density (ρR) in this section.
The tritium number density of DT fusion reactions evolves as
dNT
= −ND · NT · σv .
dt

(1.14)

If one assumes equimolar density of deuterium and tritium (ND = NT = n/2, n
is the ion number density of the plasma), Eq. (1.14) is
n2
dn
= − σv ,
dt
2

(1.15)
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where σv is the cross section averaged over a Maxwellian distribution of particles
with the relative velocity, v, of the two nuclei. Integration of Eq. (1.15) from t =
0 to the disassembly time, τd , gives
1
1
1
−
= σv τ d ,
n n0
2

(1.16)

where n0 is the initial number density at t = 0. The burn fraction, fb , is deﬁned
as fb = 1 − n/n0 , so Eq. (1.16) can be rewritten in terms of the burn fraction as
1
fb
= σv τd n0 .
1 − fb
2

(1.17)

Using the characteristic conﬁnement time and ρ = n0 · mi , the burn fraction in
Eq. (1.17) can be written as

fb =

ρR
.
ρR + 8mi CS /σv

(1.18)

For DT plasma at 20-30 keV, the ratio of the sound speed to the cross section is
nearly constant, and thus Eq. (1.18) can be approximated as

fb =

ρR
.
ρR + 6(g/cm2 )

(1.19)

To achieve burn fraction of 1/3,34 the areal density must exceed
ρR > 3(g/cm2 ).

(1.20)

The product of density and radius is an important parameter in both achieving
the ignition and self-sustaining fusion reactions. In the central hot spot ignition
concept, the ignition of the fuel is initiated only at the center of the hot core.
To sustain the thermonuclear burn, the deposition of the 3.5-MeV alpha particles
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from D-T reactions is crucial. The areal density of the fuel represents the stopping
range of the alpha particles. For example, the range of a 3.5 MeV alpha particle
in a 20 keV D-T plasma is about 0.5 g/cm2 , which is around the threshold of a hot
spot ignition condition (ρRHS > 0.3 g/cm2 ). The condition of ρRHS > 3 g/cm2
is large enough to stop alpha particles so that the signiﬁcant self-heating due to
the deposition of the alpha particles will occur.

1.4

Warm dense matter of direct drive ICF

The shock-heated shell in a direct drive imploding capsule is predicted to have
plasma conditions in Fermi-degenerate to strongly-coupled regime (Te ∼ 10 eV,
ne ∼ 1023 cm−3 ) or warm dense matter regime (WDM).35 The shell adiabat is
set by the shock wave, however, additional heating or preheat from x rays and
suprathermal (hot) electrons can occur. The x rays are emitted from the coronal
plasma. The hot electrons are generated by the two-plasmon-decay instability
in the cornal plasma.24 An experimental signature of hot electron generation is
hard x-ray (hν > 20 keV) production. Diagnosing WDM plasmas is challenging
because the plasma temperature is too low (∼ 10 eV) for it to emit x rays and
dense plasmas above the critical density cannot be probed with optical lasers.36
Two viable techniques to probe the plasma conditions of direct-drive, shock-heated
planar targets are time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy37, 38 and spectrally
resolved x-ray scattering.39 X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements provide
local measurements of the plasma conditions in the shock wave heated foil with a
buried mid-Z diagnostic tracer layer. Spectrally resolved x-ray scattering does not
require a tracer layer though it requires a large volume of shock heated matter to
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scatter a suﬃcient number of x rays limiting its spatial resolution. The use of two
techniques together determines if there are any systematic experimental errors,
since each technique has limitations. A detailed description of non-collective,
spectrally-resolved x-ray scattering experiments is presented in Chapter 3 and
time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy experiments are described in Chapter
4.
The WDM regime is characterized by the coupling parameter,40 Γ, and ratio
of Fermi temperature to electron temperature, Θ, in Te − ne space. The electronelectron coupling parameter, Γee , is the ratio of Coulomb potential between free
electrons to the average kinetic energy of the free electrons,

Γee =

e2
,
dkB Te

(1.21)

where d = (3/4πne )1/3 is the average interparticle spacing. When a plasma is
strongly coupled (Γee >> 1), the Coulomb interactions among particles determine
the physical properties of the plasma. When Γee << 1, plasmas behave as an
ideal gas and the interparticle coupling is insigniﬁcant. In an ICF implosion, the
shock heated shell becomes a partially or fully degenerate plasma. The degree of
degeneracy is described as

Θ = TF /Te ,

(1.22)

where TF is the Fermi temperature [TF = 2 (3π 2 ne )2/3 /2me kB , kB is Boltzmann
constant]. In degenerate plasmas, the electron energy depends only on ne , and the
coupling constant is deﬁned as the ratio between the potential and Fermi energy
(Γee = e2 /dEF ).
Figure 1.3 shows Te − ne space characterized by electron coupling parameter,
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Fig. 1.3: Te - ne space characterized by electron-electron coupling parameter, Γee , the ratio of the TF and Te , Θ (= TF /Te ), the average interparticle spacing, d[= (3/4πne )1/3 ], and Debye length λD . The plane is
divided by the lines Θ = 1, Γee = 1, and d = λD into regions where Fermi
degenerate, strongly coupled, Fermi degenerate and strongly coupled,
weakly coupled and ideal plasmas exist. Trajectories of the simulated
plasma conditions of inner (blue symbols) and outer (red symbols) fuel
layers in the DT cryogenic shot for 48304 are shown as diamond symbols. The plasma conditions inferred from the x-ray absorption experiment are shown in green triangles.
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Γee , the ratio of the Te and TF , Θ (=TF /Te ), the average interparticle spacing, d
[=(3/4πne )1/3 ], and Debye length, λD . The Debye length deﬁnes the boundary
between weakly coupled plasma and ideal plasma. The plane is divided by the
lines Θ= 1, Γee = 1, and d = λD into regions where Fermi degenerate, strongly
coupled, Fermi degenerate and strongly coupled, weakly coupled and ideal plasmas
exist.
The time history of the shell conditions in a direct-drive cryogenic DT layered
target implosion on the OMEGA laser system41 was simulated with 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC .42, 43 The imploded target and the laser pulse shape for shot
48304 are shown in Figure 1.4. The target consisted of 2 atm DT gas within the
radius of 341.4 μm surrounded by 78.2 μm DT ice layer and 9.6μm CH ablator.
This target was imploded with a laser energy of 19 kJ using a picket pulse having a Gaussian-shape intensity spike of 100 ps FWHM and the peak intensity of
6.6×1014 W/cm2 . The picket intensity was ∼ 60% of the main drive intensity. The
shell adiabat created with this pulse shape was 2 ∼ 3 at the inner part (close to
the core) and ∼ 5 at the outer part (close to the ablation surface) of the fuel layer.
The trajectory of the shell conditions of the DT ice layer at the inner surface and
the outer surface are superposed in Figure 1.3. The two color symbols correspond
to the trajectories of plasma conditions at the inner (blue) and outer (red) portions
of the DT fuel layer. The trajectories are plotted during the acceleration phase of
the implosion through a time before the peak compression. During the compression, a portion of the inner layer is isentropically compressed as the trajectory has
the same slope as Θ = 1. As shown in Fig. 1.3, the predicted conditions in the
main fuel layer encompass Fermi degenerate, strongly coupled to weakly coupled
plasma regime. The green triangles shown in the ﬁgure represents the plasma
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conditions inferred from the x-ray absorption spectroscopy experiment described
in Chapter 4, showing that the directly driven planar plastic targets studied in
this thesis are relevant to the shell conditions of the direct-drive ICF implosion.

Fig. 1.4: (a) A schematic of OMEGA cryogenic DT layered target for
shot 48304 and (b) the measured laser pulse power for the shot

1.5

Thermal transport

Electron thermal transport in laser produced plasmas plays an important role
in energy ﬂow from the critical density to the ablation surface. In general, the
heat ﬂux can be calculated using the classical Spitzer-Härm conductivity44 qSH =
−κ∇Te . In a direct-drive ICF plasma, the laser energy deposited in the corona
is transported by electron thermal conduction to the ablation surface. Because of
the extremely large temperature and density gradients in the conduction zone, the
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classical model breaks down in the region where the mean free path of the electrons
is much larger than the temperature scale length of the plasma and the heat ﬂux
calculated using the classical Spitzer transport model becomes unphysically large.
The classical Spitzer conductivity and the validity of the classical transport model
are reviewed in Chapter 2.
Direct-drive implosions on the OMEGA laser system45 are routinely simulated
with the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC .42, 43 The main objective of this thesis
is to test the electron thermal conduction model in LILAC by comparing the
predicted shock heated plasma conditions with experimental observations. The
heat ﬂux in LILAC is typically calculated using a ﬂux-limited thermal-transport
model.46 It takes the minimum value of the heat ﬂux calculated with either the
classical Spitzer model or an artiﬁcially inhibited free streaming heat ﬂux q =
min(qSH , f · qF S )47 where qF S = ne Te vth , vth is the thermal electron velocity and f
is the empirically determined ﬂux limiter.46 The typical value of f for simulations
of direct-drive experiments are 0.04 < f < 0.1.48–50 Although simulations with a
constant ﬂux limiter and experiments agree well, simulations with the same value
of f do not consistently match to the all of the experimental data. For instance,
shock-velocity measurements in CH foils on OMEGA agrees with the simulation
with f = 0.06 while the perturbation growth measurements are in agreement with
f = 0.1.49 It has been suggested that a time dependent ﬂux limiter is needed to
explain the full suite of experimental results.48 A consistent agreement between
these two experiments and the simulations was obtained by using a non-local
transport model using simpliﬁed Boltzmann equation (Krook model).51 This is
described in more detail in Chapter 2.
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Summary

The achievement of energy gain with a direct drive ICF ignition target requires
accurate control of the pressure in the main fuel layer. An ICF implosion is
initiated by the ablation of material from the outer surface. The shock wave
launched by the ablation pressure is the primary source of heating for the bulk
of the fuel shell. The laser energy is deposited near the critical density surface in
the corona. Electron thermal transport plays an important role in the energy ﬂow
from the critical density surface to the ablation front, driving the ablation process
and producing pressure. The objective of this thesis is to understand the details
of the electron thermal conduction from the outer region of the target to the
ablation surface, allowing the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC to be validated by
comparing the predicted shock wave heated plasma conditions with measurements
using time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy and spectrally resolved x-ray
scattering.
The physics of shock wave heating and thermal transport is reviewed in the
Chapter 2. In the ﬁrst part of Chapter 2, the mechanisms of laser ablation and
shock wave propagation in solid materials are reviewed. The theory of electron
thermal conduction is described in Chapter 2.3. LILAC uses a ﬂux limited SpitzerHärm electron thermal-conduction model that calculates the heat ﬂux using a
sharp cutoﬀ model [q = min(qSH , f · qF S )]. The classical heat-transport theory of
Spitzer-Härm is invalid in plasmas with a steep temperature gradient which can
occur for direct-drive ICF plasmas in the conduction zone. The classical SpitzerHärm conductivity is derived from the Fokker-Planck equation52 and the validity
of the classical diﬀusion model is reviewed in Sec.2.3.1. The reduction of heat
ﬂux due to non-thermal electrons in plasmas with a steep temperature gradient is
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described in Sec. 2.3.2 and a nonlocal transport model using simpliﬁed Boltzmann
equation51 is reviewed in Sec. 2.3.3.
Experiments to diagnose plasma conditions of a direct-drive, shock wave heated
planar plastic foil were performed on OMEGA. Chapter 3 describes non-collective,
spectrally-resolved x-ray scattering experiments. Plastic (CH) and Br-doped CH
foils were driven with six beams, having an overlapped intensity of ∼ 1014 W/cm2
and generating ∼ 15 Mbar pressures in the foil. The uniformly compressed portion
of the target was probed with 9.0 keV x rays from a Zn Heα backlighter created
with eighteen additional tightly focused beams. The x rays scattered at either 90
or 120 were dispersed with a Bragg crystal spectrometer and recorded with an
x-ray framing camera. The electron temperature, Te , and average ionization, Z,
inferred from spectral line shapes of the elastic Rayleigh and inelastic Compton
components are presented and compared with LILAC predictions. In Chapter
4, time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy experiments are described. Local
shell conditions of shock wave heating and timing of heat front penetration were
diagnosed using time-resolved Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy of plastic foil targets with a buried tracer layer of Al. The 1 or 2 μm thick Al layer was buried
in 50 μm CH foil. The buried depth of the tracer layer was varied to probe the
plasma conditions in diﬀerent regions of the target. The planar CH foil was irradiated with 1014 to 1015 W/cm2 , and probed with a point source Sm backlighter
irradiated with laser intensities of ∼ 1016 W/cm2 . To obtain the experimental
transmission spectra of Al 1s-2p absorption lines, the incident and transmitted
spectra were recorded with an x-ray streak camera outﬁtted with a Bragg crystal spectrometer. The experimental transmission spectra were ﬁt with an atomic
physics code assuming the uniform conditions in the Al layer to infer the electron
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temperature and density. The inferred electron temperatures and timing of heat
front penetration are compared with post-processed hydrodynamics predictions
and the validity of the electron transport models in LILAC is discussed. Chapter
5 summarizes these results and reviews the understanding of thermal transport
issues in direct-drive target implosions.
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2. SHOCK WAVE PHYSICS AND
ELECTRON THERMAL
TRANSPORT
Shock waves launched by laser ablation play a crucial role in setting the adiabat
of the fuel during a direct-drive ICF implosion.14 The shell adiabat, α, is deﬁned as
the ratio of the pressure in the main fuel layer to the Fermi degenerate pressure.10
To achieve nearly isentropic compression, the shock strength must be carefully
controlled by shaping the drive pulse. An incident laser beam penetrates into
the coronal plasma around the critical density where the plasma frequency equals
the light frequency. Electron thermal transport carries the energy deposited in
the corona to the ablation surface, driving the ablation process. The ablation
surface is deﬁned as the boundary between the shell and the blow-oﬀ plasma.
The shock wave launched by the ablation determines the plasma condition of the
shell. In Sec. 2.1, a planar laser ablation model53 is reviewed. This model uses
the conservation of mass, momentum and energy for an ideal gas to describe the
relationship between the incident laser intensity and ablation pressure, using the
steady-state Spitzer-Härm conductivity electron thermal transport model. The
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theory of the shock wave propagation in a steady state plasma and an analytical
formula of shock wave heating are reviewed in Sec. 2.2. Sec. 2.3 reviews the theory
of electron thermal transport. First, the classical Spitzer-Härm conductivity44 is
derived from the Fokker-Planck equation and the validity of the model is discussed.
Heat ﬂux inhibition in steep temperature gradients and a ﬂux-limited Spitzer
thermal transport model46 are discussed. A nonlocal transport model,51 as an
alternative to the ﬂux limited model, is described in Sec. 2.3.3. Both the ﬂuxlimited and nonlocal transport models are used in the 1-D hydrodynamics code
LILAC 42, 43 to simulate the experiments presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.1

Laser-driven ablation

A planar steady-state laser ablation model53 is shown with a schematic of the
electron temperature and density proﬁles of a laser produced plasma in Figure
2.1. Suppose a planar foil is irradiated with a laser beam from right. The spatial proﬁles are divided into four regions: unshocked target (region 1), shocked
target (region 2), conduction zone (region 3), and coronal plasma (region 4).
Their boundaries are the shock front at xs , the ablation surface at xa and the
critical density surface at xc in the ﬁgure. The critical density, deﬁned as nc =
1.1×1021 /(λμm )2 , is the maximum electron density to which a laser can penetrate.
The ablation surface is deﬁned as the boundary where material is ablated from
the foil and the remaining material is accelerated inward. From the conservation
of momentum across the ablation surface, the pressure is equal to the ablation
pressure and the ﬂow velocity is zero at the ablation surface in the shock wave
frame of reference. This model assumes that the ﬂuxes of mass, momentum and
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Fig. 2.1: A schematic of the temperature and density proﬁle in a laser
produced plasma. The density is shown in blue and the temperature
is shown in green. The spatial proﬁles are divided into four regions:
unshocked target (region 1), shocked target (region 2), conduction zone
(region 3), and coronal plasma (region 4). Their boundaries are the
shock front at xs , the ablation surface at xa and the critical density
surface at xc .
energy are continuous, the equation of state of an ideal gas is used, and the laser
energy is locally deposited at the critical density surface. Conservations of mass,
momentum and energy at the critical density surface are written as

ρc uc = ρu,

(2.1)

Pc + ρc u2c = P + ρu2 ,

(2.2)
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(2.3)

(2.4)

The quantities with the index c denote the variables at the critical density surface,
I is the incident laser energy, and q is the heat ﬂux. qc out is the free streaming heat
ﬂux from the critical density outward and qc in is the heat ﬂux inward towards the
ablation surface. A set of conservation equations near the ablation surface can be
written as
•

m = ρu = const.,

(2.5)

Pa = P + ρu2 ,

(2.6)


 
1 2
5 P
+ u ρu + qa in = 0,
2 ρ
2

(2.7)

where ṁ is the mass ablation rate, Pa is the ablation pressure. qa in is the heat
ﬂux at the ablation front from the conduction zone. At the ablation surface, u = 0
and P = Pa . The heat ﬂux to the ablation surface is assumed to be equal to the
heat ﬂux from the critical surface [i.e., qc in (x) = qa in (x)].
Since the temperature in the corona is approximately constant, the plasma
expands with the isothermal speed of sound given by

u c = cT =

P
.
ρ

(2.8)
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Using Eq. (2.1) through Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.7) , the incident laser ﬂux is solved
as

I = 4ρc c3T .

(2.9)

The electron temperature at the critical density, Tc , can be derived assuming that
the isothermal corona and is related to the incident laser ﬂux as

ΓB Tc =

c2T

=

I
4ρc

2/3
,

(2.10)

where ΓB = (1+Z)kB /(Amp ), mp is the proton mass, A is the atomic number and
Z is the average ionization. The ablation pressure is written using Eq. (2.1) , Eq.
(2.2) and Eq. (2.6) as

Pa =

2ρc c2T

=

ρ

1/3

c

2

I 2/3 ,

(2.11)

and the mass ablation rate is
•

m = ρc cT =

ρ

c

2/3

2

I 1/3 .

(2.12)

Using ρc = (Amp /Z)nc = (Amp /Z)×1.1×1021 /λL 2 , explicit scaling relations among
the ablation pressure, the mass ablation rate, the coronal temperature, and the
speed of sound in terms of the laser intensity and wavelength for a fully ionized
carbon plasma (A = 12 and Z = 6) are obtained as

Pa [Mbar] = 57 ·

•

2

I15
λL

2/3
,


5

m [g/cm s] = 3.26 × 10 ·

I15
λ4L

(2.13)

1/3
,

(2.14)
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Tc [keV] = 13.7 · I15 λ2L

2/3

cT [cm/s] = 8.75 × 107 · I15 λ2L

,
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(2.15)

1/3

,

(2.16)

where I15 is I/(1015 W/cm2 ) and λL is the laser wavelength in microns.
To obtain an analytical solution for the temperature proﬁle in the conduction
zone, it is assumed that the heat ﬂux given in Eq. (2.7) is the classical Spitzer
transport model.44 Then Eq. (2.7) is
 

5 P
1 2
+ u ρu = −qin = κ∇T,
2 ρ
2

(2.17)

where κ is Spitzer-Härm conductivity [κ = χ0 T 5/2 , where
χ0 = (8/π)3/2 g(Z)kB 7/2 /(Ze4 me 1/2 lnΛ) and g(Z) ∼ (1+3.3/Z)−1]. The derivation
of the conductivity is shown in Chapter 2.3. In the left hand side of Eq.(2.17), the
kinetic energy term u2 /2 is neglected because u vanishes at the ablation surface.
With the momentum conservation ρu = ρcT = ρ(ΓB Tc )1/2 , Eq. (2.17) becomes
5
dT
ΓB T ρc (ΓB Tc )1/2 = χ0 T 5/2 .
2
dx

(2.18)

The solution obtained by integrating Eq (2.18) is

T (x) = Tc

25 ρc (ΓB Tc )3/2
x
1−
7/2
4
χ0 Tc

2/5

.

(2.19)

The temperature is equal to Tc at the critical density (x = 0) and gradually
falls to zero at the ablation front surface (x = xa ). The thickness of the conduction
zone obtained from Eq. (2.19) is
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25ρc Γ3/2 c

4/3

λ2L .
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(2.20)

As shown in Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.13) through Eq. (2.16) , all the ablation related
quantities depend on the laser wavelength. Shorter laser wavelengths increase the
mass ablation rate, the ablation pressure and the laser absorption; however, as
Eq. (2.20) shows, the thickness of the conduction zone becomes smaller as the
laser wavelength is shorter. This makes the ablation surface more susceptible to
deposition non-uniformities because the energy transport in the lateral direction in
the conduction zone redistributes the absorbed laser energy uniformly and reduces
the high temperature “hot spots” in the spatial proﬁle of the laser spot.54
In this section, the relationships between laser properties and hydrodynamic
quantities in a laser produced plasma were derived using a planar steady-state
laser ablation model. In the following section, the shock-heated temperature in a
planar plastic target will be estimated using the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and
the ablation pressure obtained from the laser intensity.

2.2

Shock propagation

Consider a shock wave with the shock velocity, us , traveling in the x direction
in a media as shown in Figure 2.2. The region ahead of the shock is called Region
1 with its initial pressure p1 and density ρ1 and the shocked media is Region
2 (p2 and ρ2 ). In the laboratory frame of reference in Fig. 2.2 (a), the ﬂuid
in Region 1 is at rest while in the shock frame of reference, the velocity, u1 , in


Region 1 is –us and u2 in Region 2 is equal to u2 -us in Fig. 2.2 (b). The jump
conditions at the shock wave front, referred to as Rankine-Hugoniot conditions,55
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Fig. 2.2: Schematics of a shock propagation in (a) the laboratory frame
of reference and (b) the shock frame of reference.The region ahead of
the shock is called Region 1 with its initial pressure p1 and density ρ1
and the shocked media is Region 2 (p2 and ρ2 ). In the laboratory frame
of reference in Fig. 2.2 (a), the ﬂuid in Region 1 is at rest while in the
shock frame of reference, the velocity, u1 , in Region 1 is –us and u2 in


Region 2 is equal to u2 -us in Fig. 2.2 (b).
for the conservations of mass, momentum and energy in the shock wave frame of
reference are

ρ1 u1 = ρ2 u2 ,

(2.21)

p1 + ρ1 u21 = p2 + ρ2 u22 ,

(2.22)

p2 u22
p1 u21
+ ε1 =
+ ε2 ,
+
+
ρ1
2
ρ2
2

(2.23)

where  is the internal energy. Solving this set of equations with ideal gas equation
of state [ρ = p/(γ − 1) where γ is the ratio of speciﬁc heat], the density ratio
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(compression), the post-shock velocity and pressure in the strong shock limit (p2
>> p1 ) are in the shock frame,
γ+1
ρ2
,
=
ρ1
γ −1
γ−1
u1 ,
γ+1

(2.25)

2
ρ1 u21 .
γ+1

(2.26)

u2 =

p2 =

(2.24)

In the laboratory frame of reference, the shock velocity (us = - u1) is

us =

γ + 1 P2
.
2 ρ1

(2.27)

Assuming a fully ionized equilibrium plasma Te = Ti and ne = Z·ni , the post
shock wave temperature is obtained from p2 = (ne + ni )kB T2 ,

kB T2 =

A · mp 2 (γ − 1) 2
u,
1 + Z (γ + 1)2 s

(2.28)

where mp is the proton mass, A is the atomic number, Z is the average ionization
of the postshock state. When a plastic foil having Z = 3.5, A = 6.5 and ρ=
1 g/cm3 is driven with a laser intensity of 1×1014 W/cm2 , the applied pressure
obtained using Eq. (2.13) is 17 Mbar. Under this shock wave pressure, the foil is
compressed to 7 g/cm3 assuming the plastic behaves like a polytropic gas with γ ∼
4/3. The shock velocity is approximately 4.5×106 cm/s (45 μm/ns) from Eq (2.27)
and the shock wave heated temperature is estimated to be 4 eV from Eq (2.28) .
As will be shown in Fig. 3.7 in Chapter 3, a 125-μm thick planar plastic foil driven
with a laser intensity of 1×1014 W/cm2 is simulated with the 1-D hydrodynamics
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code LILAC. The transport of radiation in LILAC is modeled through multigroup
diﬀusion with Los Alamos National Laboratory Astrophysical tables56 providing
the opacities and the equation of state is modeled using the SESAME tables.57
The predicted plasma conditions are fairly uniform across the foil at the shock
breakout. The predicted shock pressure, shock velocity and temperature from
LILAC are 17 Mbar, 3.4×106 cm/s and 12 eV compared to 17 Mbar, 4.5×106
cm/s and 4 eV from the steady-state ablation model. The steady state model
predicts hydrodynamic quantities relatively close to the LILAC calculations. The
assumptions of the equation of state of an ideal gas and fully ionized plasma in the
steady state model are inadequate for a typical shock wave heated and compressed
(Te ∼ 10 – 50 eV, ne > 1023 cm−3 ) plasma or warm dense matter as shown in
Figure 1.2.

2.3

Electron Thermal Transport in a Laser
Produced Plasma

In this section, the theory of electron thermal transport is reviewed. Heat ﬂux
through electron thermal transport can be described using the classical SpitzerHärm conductivity,44 qSH = −κ∇Te where κ is the Spitzer conductivity. This
classical model breaks down when the electron mean free path is longer than the
temperature gradient scale length. In laser produced plasmas, extremely large
temperature and density gradients exist and the heat ﬂux calculated using the
Spitzer model becomes unphysically large. In Sec. 2.3.1, the Spitzer-Härm conductivity is derived from the Fokker-Planck equation and the validity of the model
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is discussed. Heat ﬂux inhibition in steep temperature gradients and a ﬂux-limited
Spitzer thermal transport model are discussed in Sec. 2.3.2. As an alternative to
the ﬂux limited model, a nonlocal transport model using a simpliﬁed Boltzmann
equation with Krook collisional operator is described in Sec. 2.3.3.

2.3.1

Spitzer-Härm conductivity

The Boltzmann equation with a collision term is
∂f
eE
∂f
+ v·
+
·
∂t
∂r me



∂f
∂v




=

∂f
∂t


,

(2.29)

collision

where f = f (r, v, t) is the electron distribution function in phase space, r is the
space coordinate, v is the particle velocity.52 The derivation of Fokker-Planck
equations from the Boltzmann equation can be found elsewhere (e.g., ref. 52).
When a distribution function depends on one space (x) and velocity (v) coordinate and the angle, θ, between the velocity in x direction (vx ) and the velocity
coordinate (v), f = f (x, v, cosθ, t), the collision term of the Fokker-Planck equation can be written as58


∂f
∂t


collision


 


D1 ∂f
∂
1 ∂
D2
∂f
2
+ C1 f
=
+ 2
v
sinθ
,
v ∂v
2 ∂v
2v sinθ ∂θ
∂θ

(2.30)

where C1 , D1 and D2 are the coeﬃcients of slowing down, diﬀusion in velocity
space and diﬀusion in angular space respectively. These coeﬃcients depend on the
distribution function of the electrons and ions in the plasma. The angular diﬀusion term is dominated by electron-ion collisions, while the velocity diﬀusion and
the slowing down terms are more aﬀected by electron-electron collisions. Heat ﬂux
carried by electrons occurs when the distribution is deformed in the direction of
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the heat ﬂow. If a plasma has a temperature scale length, LT [LT = Te /(dTe /dx)],
much larger than the electron mean free path, λe , (λe /LT << 1) and the distribution function has a weak angular dependence, the electron distribution function
is expanded to the ﬁrst two terms as

f (x, v, θ, t) = f0 (x, v, t) + f1 (x, v, t) cosθ,

(2.31)

where f0 and f1 are the isotropic and anisotropic components of the distribution,
respectively. The isotropic component is assumed to have a Maxwellian distribution, fM ,

f0 = fM


 2
2kB Te
v
=
exp − 2 , vT =
.
3/2 3
vT
me
(π) vT
ne

(2.32)

Substituting Eq. (2.31) into Eq. (2.29) with Eq. (2.30) and collecting the terms
with the order of cosθ the Boltzmann equation simpliﬁes to

v

eE ∂fM
A
vT 4
∂fM
8πZne e4 lnΛ
νT 3
+
= − 3 f1 , A ≡ νD2 =
=
=
,
∂x
me ∂v
v
me
τe i
λe

(2.33)

where τei is electron-ion collision time and lnΛ is Coulomb logarithm.59 For simplicity, it is assumed that dfM /dt = 0 and df1 /dt = 0. Using Eq. (2.32) , Eq.
(2.33) and the density scale length (Ln = ne /(dne /dx)) and temperature scale
length (LT = Te /(dTe /dx)), f1 becomes
v3
f1 = −
A



v
3v
v3
2eEv
−
+ 2
−
Ln 2LT
vT LT
me vT2


fM .

(2.34)

If charge neutrality is assumed, the total current along the density gradient has
to vanish for both f0 and f1 :
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f1 v 3 dv = 0.

(2.35)

Substituting Eq. (2.34) into Eq (2.35) and using




∞

dvv

2k+1

0

v2
exp − 2
2vT


=

k!
2vT2
2

k+1

, k = 0, 1, 2, ...,

(2.36)

the electric ﬁeld is
eE
2eE
=
=
2
me vT
kB T



1
5
+
Ln 2LT


.

(2.37)

From Eq. (2.34) and Eq. (2.37) the anisotropic component of the electron distribution function is


ne

f1 =

(π)3/2 ALT vT3

v6
4v − 2
vT



4



v2
exp − 2
vT


.

(2.38)

The heat ﬂow is calculated by integrating the drifting electron distribution in the
velocity space. The number of drifting electrons with velocities between zero and
v is given by 4πv 3f1 /3 and each electron carries an energy me v 2 /2. The heat ﬂux,
q, is

2πme
q=
3



∞
0

5

f1 v dv =

me ne
3 (π)1/2 ALT vT3


0

∞



 2
v 11
v
9
dv 4v − 2 exp − 2 .
vT
vT
(2.39)

Integration of Eq (2.39) yields


4
q=− √
π





12
me ne vT7
dT
≈ −κ∇T,
=− √
λe vT ne kB
ALT
π
dx

(2.40)

where λe is electron mean free path and κ is the classical thermal conductivity,44
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(2.41)

g(Z) accounts for electron-electron collisions for low to medium-Z plasmas [g(Z) ≈
(1 + 3.3/Z)−1]. The heat ﬂux in Eq. (2.40) can be written in terms of a free
streaming ﬂux (qF S = vT ne Te ), the maximum heat ﬂux that electrons can carry,
as

q∝

λe
LT




vT ne Te =

λe
LT


qF S .

(2.42)

The heat ﬂux cannot physically exceed the free streaming ﬂux. The Spitzer model
is valid as long as the temperature scale length is much larger than the electron
mean free path or (λe /LT ) << 1.60
The contribution of electron velocities and the direction of heat ﬂow are described by the ratio of f1 to f0 and the term inside the integral of Eq.(2.39) ,
f1 /f0 = λe (∇Te /Te ) x4 4 − x2 = (λe /LT ) x4 4 − x2 ,

(2.43)

f1 v 5 ∼ x9 4 − x2 exp −x2 ≡ y(x),

(2.44)

where x = v/vth . Assuming that the gradient of an electron temperature increases
with the spatial coordinate (∇Te > 0) in Eq. (2.43) , f1 is positive for v < 2vth
and negative when v > 2vth . Since the diﬀerential ﬂux, q(v), is proportional to
f1 v 5 , the direction of heat ﬂow depends on the sign of f1 . Figure 2.3 (a) shows
the electron velocity distribution given by Eq. (2.44). Electrons with velocities
larger than 2vth carry thermal energy down the temperature gradient while lower
velocity electrons transport energy up the gradient. In a laser produced plasma,
where the temperature increases from the ablation surface towards the corona,
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Fig. 2.3: (a) The heat ﬂux function of Eq. (2.44) and (b) the ratio of
f1 to f0 as a function of v/vth for λe /LT = 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1
the heat ﬂux by higher velocity electrons ﬂows into the cold, high density part
of the target and lower velocity electrons transport energy towards the corona.
The reverse ﬂow at low velocities is caused by the electric ﬁeld and is called the
return current. This return current keeps the total current zero in the stationary
approximation. 2.3(b) shows the ratio of f1 and f0 for various values of λe /LT .
As discussed above, it is assumed that f1 /f0 is required to be smaller than unity
for the Spitzer-Härm conductivity to be valid. In Fig. 2.3(b), the value of λe /LT
is required on the order of 10−3 to satisfy f1 /f0 < 1 at v/vth ≈ 2.6. This gives
the same criterion described in Eq. (2.42) as the Spitzer-Härm transport model
is valid for λe /LT << 1. The ﬁgures show that the electron thermal transport is
very sensitive to the actual distribution function.
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Flux inhibition in laser produced plasmas

In typical laser produced plasmas, the temperature gradient near the ablation
front is very steep and the Spitzer-Härm model for thermal conductivity is often
invalid. It has been observed in many experiments that the heat ﬂux in these
plasmas is much smaller than the free streaming heat ﬂux.46 The strong reduction
of heat ﬂux in steep gradients occurs in a non-local kinetic manner that is not
accounted for by the local Spitzer transport model. In the Spitzer model, a single
Maxwellian distribution that describes both thermal electrons, representative of
the electron temperature, and electrons with velocities around the maximum heat
ﬂow [v/vth = 2.6 in Fig. 2.3(a)], are responsible for carrying most of the heat
ﬂow. Since high velocity electrons have a long mean free path and high mobility,
they spread spatially, depleting the high-energy tail of the distribution function in
regions of high temperature, modifying the local distribution.61 The reduction in
the spatial gradient of heat carrying electrons leads to reduction in the eﬀective
thermal conductivity. This phenomenon is called non-local transport, since nonthermal electrons aﬀect the heat transport.
To mimic the reduction of heat ﬂux in plasmas with steep temperature gradient, a ﬂux-limited model has been used in laser fusion hydrodynamics codes.46
The ﬂux limit assumes that the heat ﬂux, q, cannot be larger than a fraction of
free streaming ﬂux, qF S = ne Te vT so that the thermal transport can be calculated
by artiﬁcially reducing the free streaming ﬂux with an empirically determined
inhibition factor, f , as f ne Te vT < qF S . In most hydrodynamics codes such as
LILAC ,42, 43 they take the minimum value of the heat ﬂux calculated with either
the classical Spitzer model or an artiﬁcially inhibited free streaming heat ﬂux
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q = min(qSH , f · qF S ).47 The typical value of f for simulations of direct-drive
experiments are 0.04 < f < 0.1.48–50

2.3.3

Nonlocal treatment of electron thermal transport

Although hydrodynamic simulations with a constant ﬂux limiter and experiments on OMEGA generally agree well,50 simulations with a single value of f
do not consistently match all of the experimental data, suggesting that a modiﬁcation to the heat conduction model is required.50 To include non-local thermal
transport in a ﬂuid codes, several convolution models have been proposed.62–68
The heat ﬂux is calculated as the convolution of the heat ﬂux with the Spitzer
conductivity and a delocalization kernel G,63, 66

q (x) =

qSH (x ) G (x, x )dx ,

(2.45)



e−θ(x,x )
,
GL (x, x ) =
2aλe (x )


(2.46)

and



1


θ (x, x ) = 
aλe (x ) ne (x )

x

x



dx n (x ) ,

(2.47)

where qSH = −κ∇T , κ is the Spitzer conductivity, a is a ﬁtting parameter, ne
√
and Te are the electron density and temperature, λe = Te /4πne4 Z + 1lnΛ is the
electron stopping length, lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm, e is the electron charge
and Z is the ion charge. In general, the convolution models reproduce the result
of Fokker-Planck simulation using only the symmetric and the ﬁrst polynomial
in the expansion of the anisotropic part of the electron distribution function.69, 70
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These calculations show unphysically large heat ﬂux due to mid-to high-energy
electrons from the hot corona because the electrons deposit their energy over a
distance longer than the stopping length, λe . Goncharov et al.51 have proposed a
nonlocal transport model that limits the energy deposition range to the electron
stopping length depending on the electron energy.
The nonlocal model used in this thesis51 is derived by solving a simpliﬁed
Boltzmann equation obtained using Eq. (2.29) in one-dimensional planar geometry with the collisional Krook operator [− (f − f0 ) νei (x, v)]:71
eE
∂f
+
vx
∂x me



∂f
∂vx


= − (f − f0 ) νei (x, v) ,

(2.48)

where f0 is the symmetric part of the distribution function f and νei (x, v) is the
electron-ion collisional frequency as a function of position x and electron velocity
v. Integration of Eq. (2.48) gives the modiﬁed distribution function

f=

x



eEx ∂f
dx

,
f0 (x , v) −
We (x , x, θ)
me νei ∂vx
λei (x , v) cosθ

(2.49)

where

We (x , x, θ) = exp [−ξ (x , x) /cosθ] ,

(2.50)

and


ξ (x , x) = 


x

x


dx 
,
λei 

(2.51)

where λei = v/ν ei is the electron-ion mean free path, θ is the angle between the
electron velocity and x direction, and vx = v · cosθ. The exponential form of the
kernel We is a result of electron diﬀusion due to scattering from ions. Eq. (2.50)
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and Eq. (2.51) have similar forms as Eq. (2.46) and Eq. (2.47) , which determine
the electron deposition range using electron mean free path λei . An electron
cannot travel a distance longer than the deposition range λE < λei because of
collisions with other electrons and excitation of plasma waves. To include these
eﬀects, λei in Eq. (2.51) is replaced by the electron penetration depth λE , which
is given below, and the exponential form We in Eq. (2.50) is replaced by

W (x , x, θ) = CN

1−

ξ (x , x)
,
cosθ

(2.52)

where CN = 3/2 is a normalization factor. With use of this form, the function
W goes to zero at ξ = 1, physically meaning that the electron energy deposition
range is limited to λE .
The energy loss of an electron in a plasma is calculated by72
K
dK
=−
,
ds
2λK

(2.53)

where K is the electron energy, ds is the element of electron path and λK is
the electron slowing down path. Two processes of the electron energy loss are
considered in the nonlocal model: (1) binary collision with the plasma electrons
and (2) excitation of plasma waves (collective eﬀects). Details of the derivation of
the electron slowing down paths for those processes are described in Ref.[51,73–75].
The electron slowing down length due to binary collisions and collective eﬀects is

λK = λbK + λcK =

K2
K2
K2

+
=
,
4πe4 nTe Λe 4πe4 nfe Λc
4πe4 nTe Λe + nfe Λc

(2.54)

where λe is the electron-electron Coulomb logarithm, nTe is the total electron
density, nfe is the free electron density, λc = log[1.123v/(ωpbmax )], ωp is the plasma
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frequency, and bmax is the maximum impact parameter [bmax = max(λD , Ri ) where
λD is the Debye length, Ri is the eﬀective ion radius, (3/4πni )1/3 , and ni is the
ion density ]. The penetration depth of an electron in a plasma is smaller than λK
because of electron-ion collisions. The 90 scattering distance due to electron-ion
collisions is given by

λ90 =

K2
,
2πe4 nTe (Λe + ZΛi /2)

(2.55)

where λi is the electron-ion Coulomb logarithm and Z is the ion charge. By
taking the diﬀusion of the electron in the velocity space into account, the electron
penetration depth is

λE =

√

κ·t=


λ90 λK ,

(2.56)

where κ = vλ90 is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and t = λK /v is the slowing down time.

2.4

Summary

This Chapter has reviewed shock wave heating in a stationary laser ablation
system and electron thermal transport in plasmas with steep temperature gradients. In a direct-drive ICF implosion, a shock wave launched by laser ablation sets
the adiabat of the fuel. To create a desired adiabat by shaping the drive pulse,
understanding of the energy transfer from the low density corona where laser energy is deposited to high density, shocked ablation region is crucial. The classical
Spitzer-Härm conductivity was derived from the Fokker-Planck equation and it
was shown that the classical diﬀusion model is valid for λe /LT << 1. In plasmas
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with a steep temperature gradient, such as a direct-drive ICF plasma in the conduction zone (λe /LT ∼ 1), the heat ﬂux is much smaller than the free streaming
heat ﬂux. The strong reduction of heat ﬂux occurs when high velocity electrons
that have a long mean free path modify the local distribution function. In the
1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC, this heat ﬂux inhibition is included using a ﬂuxlimited Spitzer-Härm electron thermal-conduction model [q = min(qSH , f · qF S )].
A nonlocal transport model developed by Goncharov was described. The nonlocal model was derived from a simpliﬁed Boltzmann equation with the Krook
operator and takes into account the penetration depth of an electron due to the
binary collision with other electrons, collective eﬀects and electron-ion collisions.
Both the ﬂux-limited model and nonlocal transport models in LILAC are tested
by comparing with experimental results in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
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3. NON-COLLECTIVE SPECTRALLY
RESOLVED X-RAY SCATTERING
X-ray Thomson scattering has been developed to probe solid or higher density
plasmas such as in a shock-compressed foil.76 Non-collective spectrally resolved
x-ray scattering experiments have been reported to characterize the plasma conditions of an isochorically heated Be cylinder, a carbon foam and a CH gas bag.77
Collective scattering was observed from an isochorically heated Be cylinder.78
Characteristics of scattering processes (i.e., collective or non-collective scattering)
are described in the next Section.
Diagnosing direct-drive shock wave heated planar plastic targets with noncollective spectrally resolved x-ray scattering is the central focus of this Chapter.
Plastic foils are surrogates for cryogenic fuel layers. These results study the shell
conditions of a direct-drive ICF imploded target without the cost and complexity
of cryogenic hardware. Compared to x-ray scattering measurements from isochorically heated targets, direct-drive targets present experimental challenges associated with the smaller physical dimensions of the target, gradients in the plasma
conditions, as well as target compression and acceleration during the scattering
measurements. The scattering volumes and the scattered x-ray signal level of
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direct-drive targets are at least an order of magnitude smaller than for radiatively
heated targets.
The spectral line shapes of the elastic Rayleigh and the inelastic Compton
components are ﬁt to infer the electron temperature, Te , and ionization state, Z:
The Doppler-broadened Compton feature is sensitive to Te for an electron temperature greater than the Fermi temperature, TF , [TF = 2 (3π 2 ne )2/3 /2me kB , kB is
Boltzmann constant] and the ratio of the Rayleigh and the Compton components
is sensitive to Z.
This chapter is arranged as follows; a description of spectrally resolved x-ray
scattering is given in Section 3.1; the experimental setup and the simulations from
the 1-D hydrodynamics code are presented in Section 3.2; the experimental results
are presented and compared with the predicted plasma conditions in Section 3.3,
and the future use of spectrally resolved x-ray scattering to infer the plasma
conditions in the main fuel layer of a direct-drive inertial conﬁnement fusion target
is discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1

Theory of x-ray scattering

Scattering processes are classiﬁed as collective or non-collective based on the
scattering parameter,79 deﬁned as

βscatter


1/2
1
1.08 × 10−4 · λ0 (cm) ne (cm−3 )
=
=
,
·
kλD
sin(θ/2)
Tcf (eV )

(3.1)

where θ is the scattering angle,k is the wavenumber of the scattered x ray
[k = 4π/λ0 · sin(θ/2)], λ0 is the probe wavelength and λD is the Debye length
calculated with the classical-ﬂuid temperature,80 Tcf , deﬁned as
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√
Te2 + Tq2 where Tq = TF /(1.33 − 0.18 rs ) with the Fermi temperature TF ,

[TF =2 (3π 2 ne )2/3 /2me kB , kB is Boltzmann constant] and rs = d/aB (aB is the
Bohr radius). In the limit of Te → 0, the electrons are treated as a classical
Coulomb ﬂuid at the temperature Tq .81 This approach was shown to reproduce
ﬁnite-temperature static response of an electron ﬂuid, valid for arbitrary degeneracy.81 The characteristic plasma Debye length, λD , in Eq. (3.1) is replaced by

the Thomas-Fermi screening length, λT F = 2ε0 EF /3ne e2 , for a Fermi degenerate plasma, and by the interparticle spacing, d, for strongly coupled plasma.
With the use of the classical-ﬂuid temperature, the scattering parameter between
ideal, strongly coupled and Fermi degenerate (Te < TF ) regimes is smoothly interpolated. The accessibility to collective or non-collective scattering regime for
typical shock-heated plasmas (Te = 1 − 50 eV and ne = 5×1022 − 1×1024 cm−3 )
is examined with 9.0 keV Zn Heα and 3.0 keV Cl Lyα probes. Figure 3.1 shows
constant β scatter contours in the Te − ne plane for a 9.0 keV Zn Heα probe having
a scattering angle (a) θ= 30 and (b) θ= 120 . The collective scattering regimes
(βscatter > 1) are shaded in the ﬁgure. For ideal plasmas, βscatter = 1/kλD with
Tcf ≈ Te and the βscatter contour is linear in the Te −ne plane. In the nearly Fermidegenerate regime (Te ∼ TF ), the scattering parameter depends on the density as
1/3

βscatter ∼ ne

and in a Fermi degenerate plasma (Te < TF ), βscatter is proportional

1/6

to ne and is independent of Te . Fig. 3.1 shows that only non-collective scattering
can be practically achieved using the Zn backlighter in any scattering geometries.
Constant βscatter contours using a 3.0 keV Cl Lyα probe are presented in Figure
3.2. In a back scattering geometry with the Cl Lyα probe, the shock-heated plasmas are probed in non-collective scattering. Therefore, collective scattering can be
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Fig. 3.1: Contours of constant βscatter in the Te and ne spaces for 9.0 keV
Zn Heα in (a) θ = 30

and (b) θ = 120

scattering geometries. The

area bounded by dotted lines indicates predicted plasma conditions of
a shock-heated CH foil (1 eV < Te < 50 eV, 8×1022 cm−3 < ne < 3×1024
cm−3 ). The collective scattering regime is shaded blue.
only achieved using a forward scattering geometry along with the Cl backlighter
as shown in Fig. 3.2(a).
An example of the synthetic scattered spectra in the non-collective and collective regimes is shown in Figure 3.3. The spectra are calculated from contributions of the scattering from free electrons only. For non-collective scattering
(βscatter < 1), x rays are scattered by an individual electrons and the total scattered spectrum consists of inelastic scattered component (Compton peak) and
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Fig. 3.2: Contours of βscatter of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 in the Te and ne spaces for
3.0 keV Cl Lyα in (a) θ= 30 and (b) θ= 120 scattering geometries. The
area bounded by dotted lines indicates predicted plasma conditions of
a shock-heated CH foil (1 eV < Te < 50 eV, 8×1022 cm−3 < ne < 3×1024
cm−3 ). The collective scattering regime is shaded blue.
elastic scattered component (Rayleigh peak). As a result, the red wing of the
Compton component in the scattered spectrum represents the free electron velocity distribution function,82 and the Doppler broadened spectrum is sensitive to Te
for Te > TF . When Te < TF , the electron distribution becomes a Fermi distribution and its spectral shape depends only weakly on the electron density. Fig. 3.3
(a) shows the calculated electron features, described below in Eq. (3.3) , for Te =
1, 10 and 30 eV with ne = 2×1023 cm−3 in non-collective scattering (βscatter ∼ 0.3)
with a 9.0 keV Zn Heα x-ray source at 120 scattering. The scattering component
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Fig. 3.3: Calculated scattered spectra for (a) Te = 1, 10 and 30 eV with
ne =2×1023 cm−3 using a 9.0 keV Zn Heα x ray, and for (b) ne =1×1023 ,
3×1023 , and 6×1023 cm−3 with Te =10 eV and a 3.0 keV Cl Lyα x ray.
from free electrons produces the down-shifted Compton peak only. The position of
the peak of the Compton component is determined by the Compton downshifted
energy, ΔEC = 2 k 2 /2me [eV ]. The spectrum at Te = 30 eV in Fig. 3.3(a) is a
Gaussian while the spectral shape at 1 eV is Fermi distribution because TF is ∼ 12
eV at ne = 2×1023 cm−3 . The Compton downshifted energy, ΔEC , is ∼ 240 eV for
the 120 scattering geometry and the 9.0 keV Zn Heα probe. For βscatter < 1, the
ratio of the Compton and Rayleigh peaks is sensitive to ionization state, which
is shown later in Figure 3.4. All of the scattering investigated in this chapter
is non-collective. In the case of βscatter > 1, the incident x-ray photons interact
with a collective electron cloud, providing the frequency resonances called plas-
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mon modes,83, 84 that are directly related to the electron plasma wave propagation.
The position of the plasmon resonance in a solid density plasma is given by85

2
ωres

2

≈ 3 (kvt ) +



k 2
2me

2

+ ωp2 ,

(3.2)

where vt is the thermal velocity with Tcf , me is the electron mass, and ωp is the
plasma frequency (ωp2 = 4πne e2 /me ). The plasmon features appear in both upand down-shifted energy with respect to the probe line. In a system in thermal equilibrium, the intensity ratio of these plasmon features is sensitive to the
electron temperature via detailed balance relation exp[−hω/kB T ] where the ratio of two intensities [I(k, ω)/I(−k, −ω)] at any energy transfer depends on the
equilibrium temperature T of the system only.86 The position of the plasmon
features is sensitive to the electron density.87 Fig. 3.3(b) presents the synthetic
x-ray scattering spectra for ne = 1×1023 , 3×1023 and 6×1023 cm−3 with Te = 10
eV using a Cl Lyα x-ray source in a 30 collective scattering geometry (βscatter ∼
4). The sensitivity to the change of the electron densities is clearly seen in the
downshifted plasmon features. The intensity of the up-shifted plasmon features is
always smaller than that of the downshifted plasmons. Depending on the plasma
condition of a target, it could be too small to resolve due to signal to noise ratio
in experiments, which could limit the electron temperature inference.
Spectrally-resolved x-ray scattering can be modeled with the total dynamic
structure factor in the diﬀerential scattering cross section, given by
k1
d2 σ
= σT S (k, ω) ,
dωdΩ
k0

(3.3)

where σT is the classical Thomson scattering cross section, k0 and k1 are the
wavenumbers of incident and scattered photons, respectively, and S(k, ω) is the
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total dynamic structure factor of all electrons involved in the plasma.88, 89 The total dynamic structure factor and the free electron correlation function are written
as

2

S(k, ω) = |fI (k) + q(k)| Sii (k, ω) +

0
Zf See
(k, ω)


+ Zb

S˜ce (k, ω − ω  )Ss (k, ω )dω ,
(3.4)

0
(k, ω)
See


ε0 k 2
=−
Im
1 − exp(−ω/kB Te ) πe2 ne




1
.
ε(k,ω)

(3.5)

Although Eq. (3.4) is valid only for a single-ion component plasma, the model
for the experiment under consideration includes the scattering contribution from
all ion species as well as their mutual correlations as described by Gregori et al.77
The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4) corresponds to elastic Rayleighscattering, fI (k) is the ionic form factor for bound electrons and q(k) is the Fourier
transform of the free-electron cloud surrounding the ion. Sii (k, ω) is the ion-ion
dynamic structure factor, which describes the degree of ion-ion correlations.
In Eq. (3.4) Zf and Zb are the number of free (or valence) electron and bound
electron, respectively. The number of electrons associated with each atom, ZA , is
the sum of Zf and Zb , where Zf represents electrons that are not bound to any
single atom or ion including valence, delocalized or conduction electrons. These
electrons are described by plane-wave or Bloch wavefunctions. From a hydrodynamic perspective, the useful quantity to compare with numerical modeling is the
number of free electrons or the average ionization Z, not Zf . From the discussion
above, Zf diﬀers from Z because it includes valence states with kinematically free
electrons. For the case of cold (undriven) plastic samples, Zf is just the number
of valence electrons and it has no relation to Z. As soon as the temperature
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in the plastic sample is raised by the laser interaction, atomic bonds are broken
and the underlying lattice responsible for the formation of the valence band is
destroyed. In this case, Zf is the number of free electrons (Zf = Z) and direct
comparison with simulations becomes possible. The second term in Eq. (3.4) represents scattering from either free or valence electrons that move independently
0
(k, ω)
from the ions. The corresponding electron-electron correlation function See

(3.5) can be obtained through the ﬂuctuation-dissipation theorem90 in terms of
the electron dielectric response function [(k, ω)] derived using the random phase
approximation (RPA).91, 92 The RPA is accurate without any local ﬁeld corrections
in our non-collective scattering experiment. While the RPA is rigorously valid for
kinematically free electrons, valence electrons can be described in a similar way.93
Extension to a ﬁnite band gap is possible, but its eﬀect is small for the conditions
of this experiment.94 The last term of Eq. (3.4) describes the inelastic scattering from core electrons. Electrons bound to localized levels in the L or K shells
are treated as hydrogenic states in terms of a modiﬁed impulse approximation,95
which was shown to well reproduce experimental x-ray scattering data from shock
compressed Al plasmas.96 These bound electrons are included in Zb . This term
becomes important when L-shell bound electrons are involved in the scattering
process, which is the case for a carbon-hydrogen plasma, created by the laser induced ionization of a CH (C8 H8 ) planar target. The average number of free (or
valence) electrons for CH is given by

Zf =

(6 − Zb )C + (1 − Zb )H
ZC + ZH
=
,
2
2

(3.6)

where ZC and ZH are the number of delocalized electrons in carbon and hydrogen,
respectively. Figure 3.4 shows the modeled scattered spectra for CH foils using
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Fig. 3.4: (a) Calculated total scattered spectra including ion, freeelectron, and bound-free components for ZC = 0.75, ZC = 4 and ZC
= 4.5. The Te and ρare ﬁxed to be 10 eV and 4.96 g/cm3 . All spectra
are normalized at Rayleigh peaks. (b) Contributions of the scatterings
from weakly bound and free electrons to the Compton component for
ZC = 0.75 and ZC = 4.
Eq. (3.4) . Fig. 3.4 (a) shows calculated total spectra including free electrons,
weakly bound and tightly bound electrons and Fig. 3.4(b) shows the contributions
of inelastic scatterings from free electrons and weakly bound electrons to the
Compton component. All spectra are calculated with an x-ray probe of 9.0 keV
Zn Heα , 130 scattering angle and the Compton downshifted energy is 260 eV. The
Compton downshifted energy is consistent with a 130 scattering angle, which
is within the experimental tolerance of the 120 design (±10 ). The calculated
spectra including all three terms in Eq. (3.4) for ZC = 0.75, ZC = 4.0 and ZC =
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4.5 are shown in Figure 3.4(a). In all cases discussed ZH = 1 is set. The ratio
of the Compton and Rayleigh peaks are comparable for ZC = 0.75 and ZC =
4.0 because the contribution of the scatterings from weakly bound electrons to
the Compton component at low ZC . Fig. 3.4(b) shows that the contributions
from the free and weakly bound electrons to the Compton component for ZC
= 0.75 and ZC = 4.5 with Te = 10 eV and ρ = 4.96 g/cm3 . For ZC = 0.75,
the contribution of the scattering from weakly bound electrons is slightly higher
than that from the free electrons and the total intensity of the Compton peak is
comparable to the Rayleigh peak as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). As ZC is increased, the
Compton component is dominated by the scattering from free electrons, resulting
in the ratio of the two peaks comparable for ZC = 4. Therefore, low ionizations of
shocked CH foils (i.e., Z < 2) cannot be accurately diagnosed with this technique.
Once the carbon K-shell electron is ionized (ZC > 4), the ratio of the Compton
and Rayleigh peak signiﬁcantly changes for CH as shown in Fig. 3.4(a).

3.2

Experiment

Spectrally-resolved x-ray scattering experiments were performed with 90 and
120 scattering angles. The error in the exact determination of the scattering angle
is estimated to be ± 10 . The experimental conﬁguration for the 120 scattering
geometry is shown in Fig. 3.5(a), with a photograph of the target shown in Fig.
3.5(b). The target consists of a large Au/Fe light shield, a Zn backlighter foil, a
CH drive foil and a Ta pinhole substrate. Up to six overlapped beams smoothed
with phase plates (SG8)97 drove a 125 μm thick planar CH target with a uniform
intensity in a ∼ 0.5 mm laser spot with an intensity of ∼ 1014 W/cm2 . Eighteen
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Fig. 3.5: (a) Target design of the noncollective spectrally resolved x-ray
scattering experiment on OMEGA using a 120 scattering geometry;
and (b) a photograph of an x-ray scattering target compared in size to
a penny.
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additional tightly focused beams (∼ 100 μm spot) irradiated the Zn foil with an
overlapped intensity of ∼ 1016 W/cm2 and generated a point source backlighter of
Zn Heα emission at 9.0 keV. The 0.5 mm thick CH foil positioned between the Zn
foil and the Ta pinhole substrate blocked x rays with photon energies less than ∼
4 keV with minimal attenuation to the Zn K-shell emission. This prevented the
Zn backlighter from radiatively heating the target.
The Ta pinhole substrate with a 400-μm-diam aperture restricted the backlighter illumination of the CH drive foil to the portion of the target within a
radius of 500 μm. Most of the Zn Heα emission propagates through the drive foil;
however, a small fraction of the x rays are scattered. X rays scattered at 90 or
120 were dispersed with a Bragg crystal spectrometer and recorded with an x-ray
framing camera98–100 outﬁtted with a charged coupled device (CCD) camera. A
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)101 crystal with a 2d spacing of 6.7 Å
was used in the mosaic focusing mode102 to provide high reﬂectivity of the scattered x-ray spectrum.103 The Au/Fe shields reduced the measured background
x-ray continuum levels by blocking the direct diagnostic lines of sight to the Zn
and CH coronal plasmas. The aperture in the Au/Fe shield limits the diagnostic
ﬁeld of view to include only the drive foil; however, this aperture cannot discriminate between x rays scattered from shocked and unshocked CH. The scattering
angle was reduced to 90 by adjusting the locations of the aperture and the focal
position of the backlighter beams.
The experiments drove shock waves through the CH foil and scattered the
Zn Heα x rays from the uniformly compressed portion of the shock-heated CH
around the time that the shock breaks out the rear side of the target (i.e. the
side opposite the laser irradiated side). Two drive conditions were examined:
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undriven (i.e., cold, uncompressed CH foil) and driven, referred to an α= 3 drive
since the adiabat, deﬁned as the ratio of the pressure to the Fermi pressure, of
the driven foil is ∼ 3 as shown later. Time histories of the measured laser power
for the α = 3 drive are presented in Fig. 3.6. The plasma conditions of directly
driven CH foils were simulated with the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC 42, 43
using a ﬂux-limited thermal transport model.46 A ﬂux limiter, f , of 0.06 was
used in this experiment. In LILAC, the laser absorption is calculated using a raytrace algorithm that models inverse bremsstrahlung. Transport of radiation is
modeled through multigroup diﬀusion with the Los Alamos National Laboratory
Astrophysical tables56 or an average ion model providing the opacities.104 The
SESAME tables57 are used to model the equation of state of CH.
Figure 3.7 shows the predicted spatial proﬁles [(a) Te , ne , and ρ, (b) Z, P and
α] created with an α= 3 drive around the time the shock breaks out the rear side
of the target. This drive is predicted to create a 17 Mbar shock-wave pressure.

Fig. 3.6: The measured laser pulse power for the α= 3 drive (shot
41290)
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A single shock is launched by the α= 3 drive and breaks out the rear side of
the target at 2.7 ns. The measurement was made around the time of the shock
breakout. The plasma conditions in the CH at the time of shock breakout are
predicted to be fairly uniform by LILAC (Fig. 3.7). For the α= 3 drive, the foil
is predicted to be heated to Te = 12 eV with an average ionization of Z = 0.95.
The predicted x-ray scattered spectra for undriven and α = 3 drive are shown in
Figure 3.8. The plasma condition for an undriven case is Te = 0.1 eV and ZC
= 0.1. The ion temperature is predicted to be equal to the electron temperature

Fig. 3.7: Predictions from the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC of the
spatial proﬁles of (a) electron temperature (Te ), electron density (ne ),
mass density (ρ) and (b) average ionization (Z), shock pressure (P ) and
adiabat (α) for laser-irradiated CH foil targets with α= 3 drive at the
time of shock breakout.
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Fig. 3.8: Predicted x-ray scattered spectra for undriven and α = 3
driven CH foils
for the drives used due to the rapid electron-ion equilibrium.105, 106 The spatiallyintegrated, time-resolved spectra were collected over a 500-ps integration time,
which is short compared to the experimental hydrodynamic time scale.
The total number of the detected photons per nanosecond, Ndet , was estimated
for the x-ray scattering experiment as

Ndet =

EL
1
ηL ·
hν
τL


 
 


ne σT x
Ωpinhole
Ωdetector
· Rcrystal · ηd ,
·
·
· ηCH ·
4·π
4·π
(1 + βscatter )2
(3.7)

where EL is the laser energy irradiating the Zn foil, τ L is the laser pulse duration,
ηL is the conversion eﬃciency from the laser energy into the 9.0 keV x rays, η CH
is the attenuation due to 500 μm CH, ne is the electron density, x is the thickness
of the compressed target, Ωpinhole and Ωdetector are the solid angles limited by
the pinhole diameter and crystal size, Rcrystal is the integrated reﬂectivity of the
crystal and ηd is the eﬃciency inside the detector including the MCP eﬃciency
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and ﬁlter transmission. Using EL = 280 J × 18 beams in the 3 ns pulse, hν= 9.0
keV, ηL is assumed to be ∼ 0.1%, Ωpinhole /4π = 0.04, ηCH = 80 %,ne = 1.5×1023
cm−3 , x = 40 μm for a shock compressed target with the α= 3 drive, βscatter =
0.2 for the 120 scattering geometry, Ωdetector /4π = 5.7×10−3 , Rcrystal = 2×10−3 ,
ηd = 1 %. Using Eq. 3.7, Ndet is estimated to be ∼ 1500 photons / ns. Since
the integration time was 500 ps and the spectrum was dispersed over the ∼ 30
spectrally resolved bins (∼ 17 eV/bin), the estimated ratio of the signal-to-noise
due to photon (Poission) statistics is 5, which is comparable with the signal-tonoise ratio of 8 measured.

3.3

Results and Discussion

X-ray spectra detected at 90 and 120 scattering angles were recorded for an
undriven CH foil. Fig. 3.9(a) shows the measured spectra from undriven CH
foils in 90 and 120 scattering geometries, as well as the signal from a control
target whose drive foil has a 1 mm diameter thru-hole in the center of the foil
(i.e., the location of x-ray scattering). Fig 3.9(b) shows a microscope image of
the control target. The purpose of the control shot was to experimentally conﬁrm
that the measured x rays were scattered from the intended target. The lack of
signal measured on the control shot indicates that x rays are scattering from
the intended portion of the nominal drive foil (i.e., without a thru-hole), and
scattering from other unintended sources is negligible. The Compton peaks of
measured spectra with 90 and 120 scattering angles are consistent with the
calculated Compton downshifted energies of ΔEc = 2 k 2 /2me = 158 eV and 237
eV, respectively. In this thesis, all the x-ray scattering measurements from the
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Fig. 3.9: (a)Measured x-ray spectra scattered from undriven CH targets with 90 and 120 scattering geometries are compared with the
noise level. The dotted vertical lines show the Compton downshifted
energy of 158 eV/237 eV for the 90 /120 scattering angles. The dashed
vertical line shows the unshifted line position of Zn Heα . (b) a microscope image of the controlled target with a 1mm diameter thru-hole in
the center of the CH foil.
driven foils were taken with the 120 scattering angle; however, measurements
from two diﬀerent scattering angles would be beneﬁcial to constrain the accuracy
of the experimentally determined values of Te and Zf .
The spectra of x rays detected at a 120 scattering angle are shown in Fig.
3.10(a) for the CH targets and in Fig. 3.10(b) for the Br-doped CH targets for
the two drive conditions under consideration (i.e., undriven and α= 3 drive). The
Br-dopant concentration level in the CH foil was 2% atomic. The spectra in
Fig. 3.10 are normalized to the peak of the Rayleigh feature. The location of
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Fig. 3.10: (a) Measured x-ray spectra scattered from (a) CH and (b)
CHBr targets with the following drive conditions: undriven(blue) and
α = 3 drive(red). Spectra are normalized at the Rayleigh peak. The
spectral locations of Zn Heα at 9.0 keV and Zn Lyα at 9.3 keV are
indicated with vertical dotted lines.
line emissions of Zn Heα at 9.0 keV and Zn Lyα at 9.3 keV are indicated with
vertical dotted lines in the ﬁgure. A comparison of the spectra scattered from
the CH targets shows little diﬀerence between the driven and undriven targets. A
detail analysis of the measured spectra with models is presented below. A similar
comparison for the x-ray spectra from the Br-doped CH shows signiﬁcant changes
in the heights of the Compton feature. The blue wings of the measured Rayleigh
features have contributions from Zn Lyα line emission. For quantitative analysis,
the measured spectra were ﬁt with models to infer Te and Zb for each ion in the
plasma as described in Eq. 3.6. The modeled spectra were calculated as described
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in section 3.1 and a best ﬁt to the measured spectra was obtained using a least
squares ﬁtting routine that varied Te and the Zb ’s
The experimental scattered spectrum from the cold, undriven target is compared with three modeled spectra in Fig. 3.11(a). All of the modeled spectra
have solid densities (ρ = 1.24 g/cm3 ) and low electron temperatures (Te = 0.1
eV) to indicate that no ionization in CH has still occurred, but the ZC is varied
from 0.1 to 4. The lowest ZC agrees with the experimental result as expected
in cold CH; however the models are not very sensitive to ZC for ZC < 2, suggesting that valence electrons in cold CH scatter x rays like free electrons. To
investigate the Te sensitivity in the case of driven CH, Zf was set to 2.5 (corresponding to ZC = 4 and ZH = 1 free electrons) shown in Fig. 3.11(b). In this
case all the carbon bonds are destroyed and Zf represents the average ionization
state in the plasma. In addition to scattering from valence electron, scattering
from the remaining bound electrons into L- and K-shells must be included, with
the respective ionization levels corrected for continuum lowering.107 Fig. 3.11(b)
shows the measured spectrum of the CH foil for the α= 3 drive compared with
the modeled spectra for three electron temperatures Te = 1, 10, and 20 eV with
ZC = 4. The mass density used in the models is four times solid density (ρ =
4.96 g/cm3 ), as suggested by LILAC simulations. Since the measured spectrum
from the driven CH is bounded by the models with Te = 1 eV and Te = 20 eV, an
upper limit of Te = 20 eV is inferred for the α= 3 drive. As shown in Fig. 3.4(b),
the ratios of the Compton and Rayleigh peaks are comparable when ZC < 4 in
a driven CH. The inferred Z in this experiment is an upper limit of Z ∼ 2. The
predicted spectra show that the width of the Compton peak is not very sensitive
to the electron temperature, because Te is comparable to the Fermi temperature
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Fig. 3.11: (a) Measured spectrum from the undriven CH target compared with modeled spectra for ZC = 0.1, ZC = 2, and ZC = 4 with Te
= 0.1 eV. (b) Measured spectrum for the α = 3 drive compared with
modeled spectra of Te = 1, 10 and 20 eV, and ZC = 4.
TF = 16 eV from the hydrodynamic calculations (ne ∼ 3×1023 cm−3 and Z ∼ 1).
For the compressed case with α= 3, the electron density is ne ∼ 3×1023 cm−3 and
this lowers the continuum by ∼ 20 eV (Ref. 108), thus a fraction of the L-shell
electrons should be indeed delocalized.
Trace amounts of Br in the CH foil (i.e., 2% atomic concentration) increase
the sensitivity of the spectrally resolved x-ray spectra to changes in the electron
temperature. The experimental spectra scattered from CHBr targets are shown in
Figure 3.12 for the two drive conditions, along with the ﬁtted spectra. A comparison of the scattered x-ray spectra from the undriven CHBr target [Fig. 3.12(a)]
with the undriven CH target [Fig. 3.11(a)] reveals that the Br-dopant increases
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Fig. 3.12: Measured x-ray spectra scattered from CHBr targets for
undriven and α = 3 drive are compared with modeled spectra varying
ZBr . The inferred parameters are Te = 0.1 eV and Zf = 2.6 for undriven
and Te = 10 eV and Zf = 2.9 for the α= 3 drive.
the ratio of the Rayleigh peak to the Compton peak. This is a consequence of
the increased number of tightly bound electrons in the CHBr foil. The models for
scattered spectra of CHBr foils include the scattering contributions from all ionic
species as well as their mutual correlations. The attenuation of the scattered x
rays due to the path length in the CHBr foil is included in the modeled scattered
spectra. The electron temperatures inferred from the spectral ﬁtting for the undriven and α= 3 drive are Te = 0.1 eV and Te = 10 eV, respectively, which are
similar to the observations for the pure CH foils. Adding the Br dopant increases
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the sensitivity of the x-ray scattering to changes in Z. As shown in Fig. 3.10(b),
the height of the Compton feature is increased for the driven target, which was
not the case for the CH target shown in Fig. 3.10(a). The density is assumed to
be solid density for undriven and four times solid density for α = 3 drive. The
undriven case has ZBr = 10, ZC = 4, and ZH = 1; and the α = 3 drive has
ZBr = 25, ZC = 4, and ZH = 1 (The atomic number of Br is 35). The ratio of
the Rayleigh peak to the Compton peak depends on ZBr . ZBr increases for the
driven CHBr foil, while ZC is not very sensitive to the drive. For undriven case,
little diﬀerence is seen between ZBr = 0.1 and ZBr = 10 while ZBr needs to be
increased close to ZBr = 25 to match the model to data for the driven case. Since
the binding energy of 257 eV for a 3s M-shell electron of a neutral bromine atom
is comparable to the Compton downshifted energy of ∼ 240 eV, electrons of a
bromine ion in the M and N shell (25 electrons) can be ionized by the Zn Heα
x rays. Due to the large electron densities in the compressed plasma, continuum
lowering is likely to be responsible for the large number of delocalized electrons in
bromine. Those electrons belong to extended M and N shells for which electron
bonding to the ion core may be heavily screened in the dense plasma. The values
of Zf inferred from the spectral ﬁtting are Zf = 2.6 and Zf = 2.9 for the undriven
and α= 3 drive, respectively.
The electron temperatures predicted with LILAC for the shocked CH and
CHBr targets (Te = 12 eV) are comparable with the measured results (Te < 15
eV) for drive intensity of 1×1014 W/cm2 ; however, in general, an experimental
accuracy for Te of 10 − 20% is needed to discriminate the ﬂux-limited thermal
transport models with between f = 0.06 and f = 0.1 in the hydrodynamics codes.
Attempts were made to increase the electron temperature in the directly drive
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target by increasing the laser drive intensity to ∼ 1015 W/cm2 . However, the
x-ray background levels measured for higher drive intensities overwhelmed the
scattered x-ray spectrum.
The percentages of the measured x-ray signal that are scattered from shocked
and unshocked mass in the drive foil were estimated as follows: The Ta substrate
with a 400 μm diameter pinhole is placed equidistant (0.5 mm) from the backlighter and the drive foil. The spatial proﬁle of the x-ray backlighter is Gaussian
with ∼ 100 μm FWHM. The spatial proﬁle of the x-ray beam projected through
the pinhole from the backlighter to the drive foil is a convolution of the source
size and the pinhole. The x-ray beam at the drive foil is calculated to be nearly
uniform up to a radius of 300 μm, and to drop to 50% and 5% of peak brightness
at radii of 400 μm and 500 μm, respectively. The projected x-ray beam overlaps
with the shock wave heated and compressed portion of the CH drive foil, which is
irradiated with a super Gaussian laser intensity proﬁle I(r) ∼ exp[-(r/440 μm)4.5 ],
having ninety-ﬁve percent of the drive intensity contained in ∼1 mm diameter
circle. According to the 1-D hydrocode LILAC, the shock wave heated and compressed electron density and average ionization of a planar CH foil driven with
100%, 75%, 50% and 25% of the peak laser intensity are predicted to be similar, and the predicted electron temperature varies from 5 eV to 12 eV. These
plasma conditions are considered approximately uniform, since the non-collective,
spectrally-resolved x-ray scattering technique can only infer an upper limit of the
electron temperature in this experiment. Furthermore, the time it takes for the
shock to reach the back of the CH target varies with the drive intensity, since the
shock velocity is proportional to I1/3 . At the time the x-ray scattered spectrum
was recorded, the central part of the shock front reached the back of the foil and
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the central ∼ 0.5 mm diameter portion of the target was fully compressed. At
the edge of the drive beam the slower shock wave takes a longer time to reach
the rear surface of the target; therefore, a small fraction of the measured signal
from the edge of the beam was scattered from unshocked CH. The percentages
of the measured x-ray signal scattered from the shocked and unshocked regions
of the CH drive foil are estimated to be 85% and 15%, respectively. Most of the
measured signal is scattered from shock-heated and compressed CH.

3.4

Future application

The main objective of this research is to develop techniques to probe the plasma
conditions in the DT shell of a direct-drive implosion target during the laser irradiation to diagnose the shell adiabat. X-ray scattering is an attractive option
for this application since it is noninvasive. The experimental results presented
demonstrate that it is possible to infer the spatially-averaged electron temperature of a nearly Fermi-degenerate, direct-drive, shock heated and compressed CH
foil. The complications arising from the L-shell electrons of carbon associated to a
structural phase transition from the solid state to a plasma, will not be present in
the fully ionized hydrogen isotope plasma comprising the shell of the ICF target.
Consequently, a straightforward interpretation of the spatially-averaged quantities
of electron temperature and average ionization in the shell of a DT ICF implosion
target is expected from the non-collective x-ray scattering. The predicted x-ray
scattering spectra from an imploding cryogenic capsule in hohlraum are discussed
in Ref. 109. The recent observations of plasmons in warm dense matter78 show
that it is possible to infer the electron density from the collective, forward x-ray
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scattering. Therefore, a combination of collective and noncollective x-ray scattering should provide the capability of diagnosing the spatially-averaged quantities
of electron density, electron temperature and the average ionization of a direct
drive DT cryogenic implosion target.

3.5

Summary

This Chapter presented the investigation of the electron temperature (Te ) and
average ionization (Z) of nearly Fermi-degenerate, direct-drive, shock-heated and
compressed CH planar foils relevant to the shell condition of a direct-drive ICF
target using non-collective spectrally resolved x-ray scattering on the OMEGA
laser system. Plastic foils are surrogates for cryogenic thermonuclear fuel layers.
CH and Br-doped CH foils were driven with six beams, having an overlapped
intensity of 1×1014 W/cm2 and generating 17 Mbar pressure in the foil. An
examination of the scattered x-ray spectra reveals an upper limit of Z ∼ 2 and Te =
20 eV are inferred from the spectral line shapes of the elastic Rayleigh and inelastic
Compton components. The electron temperatures predicted with LILAC (Te = 12
eV) were comparable with the measured results (Te = 10 to 20 eV). Low average
ionizations (i.e., Z < 2) cannot be accurately diagnosed in this experiment, due
to the diﬃculties in distinguishing delocalized valence or free electrons. Trace
amounts of Br in the CH foil (i.e., 2% atomic concentration) were shown to increase
the sensitivity of the non-collective, spectrally resolved x-ray scattering to changes
in the average ionization. A combination of non-collective and collective spectrally
resolved x-ray scattering appears to be a promising diagnostic technique to probe
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the spatially-averaged plasma conditions in the DT shell of a direct-drive implosion
target during the laser irradiation to diagnose the shell adiabat.
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4. TIME-RESOLVED X-RAY
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
X-ray line absorption spectroscopy, referred to as x-ray absorption spectroscopy
in this thesis, has been used in laser-driven high energy density physics experiments to measure local electron temperature,37, 110 electron density111, 112 or areal
density113–115 of high density plasmas. The x-ray transmission spectrum of a diagnostic tracer layer is given by the negative exponent of the product of mass
absorption coeﬃcient (μ), mass density (ρ) and thickness of the tracer layer (ΔL)
in 1-D geometry (i.e., T (ν) = exp [−μ (Te , ne , ν) ρΔL])116 as shown in the next
section. The spectral shape of absorption lines, represented by μ(ν) provides local
information about the electron temperature (Te ) and electron density (ne ). The
relative transmissions among line absorption features are directly related to the
distribution of ionization states,114 indicating the electron temperature and ionization state in the layer. The Stark-broadening of the spectral line shapes can
be used to infer the electron density.111
This Chapter describes diagnosing plasma conditions of a shock-heated, directdrive plastic foil using x-ray absorption spectroscopy. As shown in Chapter 1, the
adiabat of a main fuel layer in an ICF implosion is related to the minimum energy
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required for ignition and the growth of the hydrodynamic instabilities. Plastic
foils are used as surrogates for cryogenic fuel layers. Local plasma conditions
during shock wave heating and the subsequent heat front penetration that occurs when the buried tracer layer is ablated were inferred from time-resolved Al
1s-2p absorption spectroscopy of plastic foils with a buried tracer layer of Al.
The absorption spectra are recorded with a 60 ps temporal resolution, which is
short compared to the hydrodynamic time scales. The spatial resolution of the
electron temperature and density measurements is less than 1 μm, which is small
compared to the planar target thickness. This is a more dynamic measurement
than the spectrally-resolved x-ray scattering, which does not have the spatial and
temporal resolution required to resolve the shock heating from the heat front
penetration. The buried depth of the tracer layer is varied to probe the plasma
conditions in diﬀerent regions of the target. A planar CH foil is irradiated with
peak intensities of 1014 to 1015 W/cm2 using various laser pulse shapes. The buried
depth of the layer and the drive conditions are changed to create diﬀerent types
of plasma conditions (i.e., level of shock-wave heating and timing of heat front
penetration) to test the electron thermal transport models in 1-D hydrodynamics
code LILAC .42, 43
This Chapter presents the ﬁrst quantitative study of Al 1s-2p spectral lines to
infer electron temperature and density in plasmas having mass densities between
5 and 15 g/cm3 and electron temperatures between 10 and 40 eV. It shows for the
ﬁrst time the eﬀects of a compression wave in the shell conditions of a directly
driven target. During the compression wave, a compressed mass density of 11
g/cm3 (± 5 g/cm3 ) is inferred in the Al layer from the Stark Broadening of the
absorption features. Section 4.1 presents the principle of x-ray line absorption
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spectroscopy. The sensitivity of Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy to variations
in the electron temperature and mass density is described. Sec.4.2 illustrates the
x-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements taken with an x-ray streak camera
with a Bragg crystal spectrometer using ∼100 μm point source Sm backlighter
on the OMEGA laser system.45 Simulated absorption spectra based on the 1D hydrodynamics code LILAC post-processed with the time-dependent atomic
physics code Spect3D 117 are presented in Sec 4.3. During the shock wave heating
of the Al layer, the plasma conditions are nearly uniform; consequently, the measured transmission spectra can be ﬁt with a single Te and ρ (i.e. uniform plasma
conditions). Analysis of uniform plasma conditions using the atomic physics code
PrismSPECT 118 is described. When the Al layer is ablated, large gradients in
temperature and density exist across the Al layer; therefore, the uniform plasma
condition assumption is no longer valid. The experimental signature of heat front
penetration is the onset of absorption from a wide range of higher charge states of
Al. Consequently, the transmission spectra created by the heat front penetration
are qualitatively analyzed with PrismSPECT to determine the range of upper
and lower electron temperatures in the Al layer. In Sec. 4.4, the measured absorption spectra are compared with the simulated spectra. An important part of
absorption spectroscopy is to verify the experimental capability to measure signal
contrast, which can be degraded by background light sources. The in-situ calibrations of the primary diagnostic are described. In Sec. 4.5, the inferred electron
temperatures during shock-heating and heat front penetration of targets driven
with various drive conditions are compared with post-processed LILAC simulations using a ﬂux-limited46 and nonlocal thermal transport51 models. Square laser
pulse drives launch a single shock through the Al layer, while shaped laser pulse
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drives launch a weak shock followed by a compression wave. In general, the shock
heating and heat front penetration predicted by LILAC using f = 0.06 or the
non-local model agree with the experimental results for times when the shock is
transiting the foil. After the shock breaks out of the rear surface of the foil, the
observed discrepancies between the predicted and measured plasma conditions in
the Al layer are attributed to 2-D eﬀects. Acceleration of the foil can bow the
target and cause lateral gradients in the temperature and density proﬁles, leading
to a lateral heat ﬂow. The resulting lower coronal plasma temperatures reduce
the radiated x-ray power of the corona. Therefore, the radiative heating of the Al
layer is reduced. Preheat due to energetic electrons is not observed. The future
application of x-ray absorption spectroscopy for a direct-drive cryogenic target is
discussed in Sec. 4.6. Sec. 4.7 summarizes the results of this Chapter.

4.1

Principles of x-ray line absorption
spectroscopy

Absorption of a continuous x-ray spectrum in plasmas occurs in three radiative
processes; photoexcitation (bound-bound absorption), photoionization (boundfree absorption) and inverse bremsstrahlung (free-free absorption). The x-ray
absorption spectroscopy presented in this Chapter uses the absorption of the 1s2p, bound-bound transitions of a shock wave heated Al. Al 1s-2p absorption
occurs when there is a vacancy in the L-shell; therefore, the Al atom has to be
ionized at least four times to the F-like charge state (i.e., Al4+ ). This sets the lower
limit of temperature that can be inferred from the Al 1s-2p absorption spectra
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to ∼ 10 eV. In the bound-bound absorption process, a bound electron absorbs
a photon whose energy equals the energy diﬀerence between two atomic levels,
exciting it to a higher energy level. Since the bound-bound absorption occurs at a
particular photon energy, a narrow absorption feature appears on the continuous
spectrum. An edge-like absorption structure produced by bound-free transitions in
a laser shocked metal119 has been studied using in situ extended x-ray absorption
ﬁne structure (EXAFS).120 The spectral resolution in the experiment presented
here is not suﬃcient to resolve the EXAFS feature. Analyzing the modulation
of the x-ray absorption above the K-edge provides information such as phase
transformation and compression of the metal.119 In typical shock wave heated
plasmas where the electron temperature is on the order of tens of eV, inverse
bremsstrahlung is negligible.
The atomic physics codes Spect3D 117 and PrismSPECT 118 are used to calculate the x-ray absorption spectra. PrismSPECT is a non local thermodynamic
equilibrium (NLTE), collisional radiative code that calculates the absorption spectrum assuming a uniform plasma for a given Te and ρ. Spect3D is a time-dependent
collisional radiative code that can post-process output from 1-D hydrodynamic
simulations. Both codes use level populations of detailed conﬁguration accounts
(DCA) to compute absorption spectra.121 The contribution of each absorption
process in the Al transmission spectrum in the range of 1.45 to 1.60 keV is shown
in Fig. 4.1(a). The transmission for a 1 μm thick of Al layer is calculated with
PrismSPECT for the electron temperature of 30 eV, the mass density of 5.4 g/cm3 .
Under these conditions, the F-like, O-like and N-like 1s-2p absorption dominate
the spectrum and the free-free absorption is negligible. The bound-free absorption
is nearly constant across the photon energy range of the Al 1s-2p absorption. The
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Fig. 4.1: (a) Contributions of bound-bound(red), bound-free(green)
and free-free(orange) absorption to a calculated transmission for Te =
30 eV, ρ = 5.4 g/cm3 and ΔL = 1μm. The total spectrum is drawn in
black. (b) a schematic of a planar plasma with an incident x ray.
calculated transmission spectra including the three absorption processes are used
for spectral analyses presented in this chapter
Figure 4.1(b) shows a schematic of a uniform plasma with an incident x-ray
spectrum. The attenuation of an incident x-ray spectrum in a planar geometry is
written as122

dI (ν) = −κ (x, ν) I (x, ν) dx

(4.1)

κ (x, ν) = nl (x) σ (x, ν)

(4.2)
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where κ (x, ν) is the absorption coeﬃcient, σ (ν) is the sum of the cross sections
of all of the absorbing processes by the ions and electrons in the plasma, nl is the
ion density in state l. The cross section for a bound-bound transition between a
lower state, i, and an upper state, j, can be written as111

σbb ij (ν) =

πe2
fij (ν) φ (ν) ,
me c

(4.3)

where e is the electron charge, me is the electron mass, c is the speed of light, fij (ν)
is the oscillator strength between the state i and state j and ϕ(ν) is a normal
ized line proﬁle function ( φ (ν) dν = 1). The oscillator strength is a numerically
calculated dimensionless value that relates to the atomic transition probability between the initial state i and the ﬁnal state j.123 The line proﬁle function depends
on the spectral line broadening due to natural broadening, Doppler broadening,
electron impact broadening, and Stark-broadening, as well as instrumental broadening. For solid density plasmas, the Stark-broadening is generally more important than Doppler broadening. The Stark-broadened line shapes are calculated
using the Multi Electron Radiator Line Shape (MERL) code.124 MERL uses the
adjustable parameter exponential approximation (APEX)125 for ion microﬁeld calculation, and a quantum-mechanical relaxation approximation for electron broadening.126 The details of the spectral line shape calculation due to Stark-broadening
are described in Ref.111. The results of the spectral line shape calculations in
Ref.111 have been implemented in the atomic physics code PrismSPECT 118 and
used for the analysis of the experimental transmission spectra.
In a homogeneous plasma, the integration of Eq. (4.1) with μ (x, ν) = κ (x, ν)/ρ (x)
over a distance ΔL gives a transmission function, T (ν),
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(4.4)

where I0 (ν) is the incident spectrum, μ(ν) is the mass absorption coeﬃcient, ρ is
the mass density, and ΔL is the thickness of the plasma. In 1-D geometry, the
product of ρ and ΔL (areal density) is assumed to be constant since the mass of
the tracer layer is conserved along the axis. The spectral transmission structure is
due to the mass absorption coeﬃcient and the magnitude of absorption features
is determined by ρΔL. The sensitivity of the Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy to
variations in the electron temperature and mass density is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
The transmission spectra are calculated with PrismSPECT assuming a uniform
plasma condition for a 1-μm Al layer. It calculates a transmission spectrum for
a given Te , ρ and ρΔL. The initial value of ρΔL for the Al layer (e.g., 2.7 g/cm3
×1 μm for a 1-μm Al) is conserved throughout the experiment. Fig. 4.2(a) shows
calculated transmission spectra for Te = 20, 24 and 28 eV with ρ= 5 g/cm3 and
spectra for ρ= 3, 5, and 10 g/cm3 with Te = 24 eV are shown in Fig. 4.2(b).
The absorption features are much more sensitive to Te than ρ. The Te threshold
for the Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy is ∼ 10 eV because it is limited by the
lowest electron temperature that can ionize and create F-like Al ions (i.e., Al4+ ).
The accuracy of mass density inferences from the spectral broadening is ∼ 50%
as will be discussed in Sec. 4.5.3.

4.2

Experiment

Local plasma conditions were measured using time-resolved x-ray absorption
spectroscopy of plastic foil targets with a buried tracer layer of Al.37 A schematic
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Fig. 4.2: Calculated Al transmission spectra with F-like, O-like and
N-like Al 1s-2p features identiﬁed for (a) Te = 20(blue), 24(green) and
28 eV(red) with ρ = 5 g/cm3 , and for (b) ρ= 3(blue), 5(green), and 10
g/cm3 (red) with Te = 24 eV. The thickness in the calculation is 1 μm.
(not drawn to scale) of the experiment is shown in Figure 4.3. The experiment
consists of a three main components: a point source Sm backlighter, a CH/Al/CH
drive foil, and a Bragg crystal spectrometer. The relative alignment of these components is crucial for the success of the experiment. The CH/Al/CH foil was irradiated with up to 21 OMEGA laser beams that were smoothed with distributed
phase plates (DPP),127 1 THz 2-D smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD)128 and
polarization smoothing (PS).129 The overlapped intensity had the uniform drive
portion of a 0.5-mm diameter spot and peak intensities in the range of 1014 -1015
W/cm2 . As the shock wave launched by laser ablation propagates through the
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Fig. 4.3: A schematic of the Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy experiment showing a point source Sm backlighter, a plastic drive foil with
a buried Al layer, Be blast shield and a Bragg crystal spectrometer
coupled to an x-ray streak camera.
drive foil, it compresses and ionizes the Al. The overall thickness of the drive foil
was chosen based on competing considerations of hydrodynamic instabilities and
transmission of the target to ∼ 1.5 keV x rays. Hydrodynamic instabilities due to
target acceleration could compromise the spatial resolution of the measurement by
mixing the Al layer with the CH.130 Since the acceleration phase is delayed as the
target thickness is increased, thicker targets are less susceptible to hydrodynamic
instabilities than thinner ones. However, thicker targets attenuate the x-ray backlighter more than thinner ones. Choosing a drive foil with a 50 μm thickness was
a good compromise. The buried depth of the layer was varied to probe the plasma
conditions in diﬀerent regions of the target. Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy of
the drive foil was performed with a point source Sm backlighter irradiated with
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six tightly-focused (∼ 100 μm spot) laser beams having an overlapped intensity of
∼ 1016 W/cm2 . This creates the well deﬁned Bragg reﬂection geometry necessary
for this experiment. Source broadening can degrade the spectral resolution. In
contrast to the point source Sm backlighter, the CH coronal plasma of the drive
foil having a ∼ 1 mm diameter does not create a well deﬁned Bragg reﬂection
geometry. The coronal plasma emission of the drive foil contributes a background
signal that degrades the contrast of the absorption features. The size of the Sm
backlighter source was monitored with an x-ray framing camera and found to be
less than 100 μm. The Sm M-shell emission provided a relatively smooth continuous spectrum in the 1.4-1.7 keV range, which overlaps the Al 1s-2p absorption
features around 1.5 keV, and probes the uniformly driven portion of the target (see
Fig. 4.3).38 The transmitted spectrum was recorded with the SSCA x-ray streak
camera131 outﬁtted with a Bragg crystal spectrometer that used a ﬂat RbAP crystal132 to disperse the spectrum onto a low-density (ﬂuﬀy) CsI photocathode.133
SSCA uses a microchannel plate (MCP)98 image intensiﬁer and the streaked spectrum is recorded on Kodak TMAX 3200 ﬁlm. The ﬁlm is converted from optical
density to a linear intensity scale using the step wedge imprinted on each roll of
ﬁlm.
The signal levels were optimized by maximizing the brightness of the point
source Sm backlighter and the sensitivity of the photocathode, and by minimizing
the x-ray attenuation of the Be blast shield placed before the Bragg crystal. The
Be blast shield protects the Bragg crystal and the x-ray photocathode from target
debris, and blocks soft x rays. Although the ﬂuﬀy CsI photocathode has the best
sensitivity in the ∼1.5 keV range that corresponds to the photon energy range
of Al 1s-2p absorptions, it is hygroscopic. A fresh photocathode was produced
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for each shot day to minimize eﬀects of exposure to moisture and to maintain
reproducible measured signal levels from one campaign to the next. Each of the
components was positioned independently to assure that the driven portion of
the target was being probed with the Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy (i.e., the
path of the 1.5 keV Bragg reﬂected ray passed through the center of the drive
foil having uniform drive conditions, was reﬂected from the middle of the crystal
and detected in the center of the x-ray photocathode. The 1.4 keV and 1.7 keV
Bragg reﬂected rays probed the opposite ends of the uniformly driven region.)
Since the alignment of the experiment was based on mechanical references, it was
extremely reproducible. It was veriﬁed with an alignment shot consisting of a
Sm backlighter, an alignment foil with a 100 μm diameter hole, and the Bragg
crystal spectrometer. The alignment foil had the through hole centered on the
drive axis, but it was not driven. The Sm backlighter irradiated the alignment
foil and the shadow cast by the alignment foil on the x-ray photocathode by the
Bragg reﬂected beam veriﬁed the spatial and spectral alignment requirements for
the experiment had been satisﬁed (i.e., the portion of the streaked spectrum with
high signal levels was centered on the spectral range of 1.4 to 1.7 keV). The use
of two target positioners is a signiﬁcant improvement over the previous Al 1s-2p
absorption spectroscopy experiments on OMEGA,37 which struggled to achieve
alignment with a single target positioner. The frequency-dependent transmission
of a shocked Al layer was obtained from the ratio of transmitted Sm spectra
though CH drive foils with and without an Al tracer layer.
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One dimensional simulations

To illustrate the Al 1s-2p absorption measurement technique, direct-drive plastic foils with a buried Al tracer layer were simulated with 1-D hydrodynamics code
LILAC .42, 43 The heat ﬂux in LILAC is calculated using either a ﬂux limited46 or
a nonlocal thermal transport model51 as described in Chapter 2. The value of the
ﬂux limiter used for this experiment was either 0.06 (lower heat ﬂux) or 0.1 (higher
heat ﬂux). The eﬀective ﬂux limiter, fN L , for the simulations using the nonlocal
model was calculated from the heat ﬂux, qN L , divided by the free streaming ﬂux,
qF S . Fig. 4.4 shows the eﬀective ﬂux limiter calculated from the nonlocal thermal
transport model for the drive intensity of 1×1015 W/cm2 (shot 45156) with the 1
ns square laser pulse. The nonlocal model acts as a time-dependent ﬂux limiter.
The radiation transport is modeled in LILAC with multigroup diﬀusion using the
Los Alamos National Laboratory Astrophysical tables56 for the opacities. The
equation of state is modeled using the SESAME tables57 for both CH and Al.
The serial numbers of SESAME EOS used in LILAC are 7593 for CH and 3720
for Al.
Figure 4.5 shows the 1-D spatial proﬁles of the electron temperature and mass
density predicted by LILAC in a drive foil during shock wave heating and heat
front penetration. As a shock wave launched by laser ablation propagates through
the Al layer, it compresses the layer and creates uniform plasma conditions in the
target behind the shock wave [Fig. 4.5(a)]. The predicted electron temperatures
due to shock wave heating in the experiment are in the range of 10 eV to 40 eV.
The uniform plasma approximation is valid until the ablation surface reaches the
Al. Once the heat front penetrates into the Al layer, it creates strong gradients
of Te and ρ as shown in Fig 4.5(b). The spatial proﬁles of the electron tempera-
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Fig. 4.4: A time history of the laser pulse intensity and the eﬀective
ﬂux limiter calculated with the nonlocal transport model for a peak
intensity of 1×1015 W/cm2 (shot45156).
ture and density from LILAC simulations are used to calculate the Al absorption
spectra using time-dependent atomic physics code Spect3D.117 Fig. 4.5(c) and (d)
show Al absorption spectra post-processed LILAC proﬁles in uniform conditions
and strong gradients shown in Fig 4.5(a) and (b). The inferred electron temperatures obtained by ﬁtting these synthetic absorption spectra with PrismSPECT
are described below.
Figure 4.6(a) shows the simulated streaked image of Al 1s-2p absorption spectra using LILAC and Spect3D for shot 45156. The drive foil had a 1-μm-thick
Al layer buried 10 μm in a 50-μm-thick CH target and was irradiated with a 1-ns
square laser pulse having a peak intensity of 1×1015 W/cm2 . A ﬂux limiter of
0.06 was used for the simulation. Overplotted on the streak are the predicted
time histories of electron temperature in the Al layer. The dotted lines represent
the minimum and maximum electron temperatures in the Al zones from LILAC
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Fig. 4.5: Simulated spatial proﬁles of electron temperature and mass
density during (a) shock wave heating and (b) heat front penetration.
The Al layer is buried at 10 μm and the laser is incident on the target
from right. The Al absorption spectra simulated by post-processing
LILAC with Spect3D are shown in (c) and (d). The prominent Al
1s-2p absorption features are identiﬁed.
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and the solid lines show the electron temperatures inferred from the Al 1s-2p
absorption spectra. In Fig. 4.6(a), the laser irradiation of the target begins at
time t = 0 ns. The sharp rise of Te in the Al at 0.25 ns occurs when the shock
wave ionizes and compresses the Al, and the lowest charge states of Al (i.e., F-like
and O-like) are observed in 1s-2p absorption. The LILAC /Spect3D transmission
spectra were ﬁt with spectra calculated with PrismSPECT assuming uniform conditions for various combinations of Te and ρ. The inferred Te and ρ of 30eV and
7.7 g/cm3 from the best ﬁt shown in Fig. 4.6(b) were found using a least square
ﬁtting routine for t = 0.52 ns. The second rapid rise in the temperature at 0.75 ns
occurs when the heat front penetrates into the Al layer. Higher charge states of Al
are ionized in succession and absorb in 1s-2p transitions of higher charge states as
Te increases. The simulated streak shows that Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy
is sensitive to temperatures below ∼ 100 eV. During the heat front penetration,
the approximation of the uniform condition across the Al layer is no longer valid.
Large gradients in Te and ρ develop across the Al layer. The LILAC /Spect3D
spectra during heat front penetration are qualitatively ﬁt with two transmission
spectra of the PrismSPECT code as shown in Fig. 4.6(c) to establish the range of
electron temperatures in the Al layer. The ranges of Te between 57 eV and 85 eV
and ρ between 2.9 g/cm3 and 4.8 g/cm3 are inferred in Fig. 4.6(c). A wide range
of electron temperatures in the Al layer is the experimental signature for heat
front penetration. This two temperature ﬁtting begins when the single Te ﬁtting
fails. The two solid curves of the post-processed Te ’s from spectral ﬁts in Fig.
4.6(a) represent the range of upper and lower limits of the electron temperatures
in the layer and are consistent with the minimum and maximum Te in the Al layer
from LILAC shown as dotted curves. A similar spectral analysis that bounds the
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Fig. 4.6: (a) A simulated streak image of Al 1s-2p absorption using
LILAC with f = 0.06 and Spect3D for shot 45156. The solid lines
represent the post-processed Te in the Al layer. Simulated transmission spectrum of shock wave heating are ﬁtted with PrismSPECT (b)
assuming a uniform condition and (c) using two PrismSPECT spectra
to determine upper and lower limits of Te in the Al layer. Te of 30eV
and ρ of 7.7 g/cm3 are inferred in (b). The ranges of Te between 57 eV
and 85 eV is inferred in (c). The details of ﬁgures are described in the
text.
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range of electron temperatures in the tracer layer during heat front penetration
was applied to the measured spectra to infer the experimental Te ’s as shown in
the subsequent sections.

4.4

Analysis of measured absorption spectra

The inferences of electron temperature and density depend on accurate target
metrology (i.e. thickness of drive foil CH and Al layers) and diagnostic calibration.
The thickness of the buried Al tracer layers within the drive foil was measured
by the LLE target fabrication group to be within 10% of the speciﬁed thickness.
Similar tolerances were obtained for the CH layers. The size of the Sm microdot
was measured to be 80 to 100 μm. In-situ calibrations of the streaked x-ray
spectrometer were performed to establish the time axis, to verify the experimental
capability to measure signal contrast, and to measure the spectral resolving power.
Diagnostic calibrations of the instrumental line width and the signal contrast are
important because the shape and magnitude of absorption features aﬀect the
inference of the plasma conditions from the spectral ﬁts. Discrimination of the
various electron transport models depends on timing observations of the heat front
penetration. The relative time axis of the x-ray streaked spectra was established
with the UV timing ﬁducial on OMEGA. The absolute timing is established by
synchronizing the measured onset of shock heating in the Al layer with the LILAC
simulation as described in section 4.5.1. The UV timing ﬁducial is a train of eight
Gaussian 4ω pulses with an interpulse spacing of 548 ps. It is periodically recorded
with the SSCA x-ray streak camera to measure the streak speed. The SSCA x-ray
streak camera has a uniform streak speed with an average speed of 115 ps/mm
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with an uncertainty of ∼ 10%.134 The UV timing ﬁducial cannot be run on Al
1s-2p absorption spectroscopy shots, since it overlaps the measured spectra.
A contrast measurement calibration using a Pb slit plate on the x-ray photocathode of the streaked x-ray spectrometer is presented in Sec. 4.4.1. A spectral
resolution of 2.0 eV (E/dE ∼ 750) was estimated from the sharpness of the measured step function. This measurement veriﬁed that the x-ray streak camera has a
dynamic range ∼ 50. Measurements of the cold Al K-edge for an undriven target
are presented in Sec. 4.4.2. The measurement of the cold Al K-edge shows a
degradation in contrast compared to the modeled contrast of cold Al K-edge.132
The contrast is degraded by x-ray ﬂuorescence in the crystal spectrometer. When
the x-ray emission from the Sm backlighter strikes the Bragg crystal, it causes the
crystal to ﬂuoresce. This background light must be subtracted from the measured
signals to calculate the transmission of the CH/Al/CH drive foil. The contrast
calibration using the Pb slit plate, which is not aﬀected by the crystal ﬂuorescence,
shows that the x-ray streak camera can have high contrast (∼ 50).
Experimental transmission spectra were obtained from two separate shots by
measuring transmitted Sm spectra through a driven CH foil with and without an
Al tracer layer. Driven targets have an additional source of background light from
the coronal plasma x-ray emission. The procedure to obtain the measured transmission spectra, including the subtraction of background light from the crystal
ﬂuorescence and the coronal plasma x-ray emission, is described in Sec 4.4.2. The
level of background light was estimated using calculated spectra with Spect3D
to obtain the experimental transmission spectra in Sec. 4.4.3. For quantitative
comparisons of experiments to hydrodynamic simulations, the experimental trans-
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mission spectra with background corrections were analyzed with PrismSPECT 118
to infer Te and ρ. The analyses of measured spectra are described in Sec 4.4.4.

4.4.1

Contrast measurements with slit plate on x-ray
photocathode

Photoelectrons generated at the photocathode in a streak camera are focused
with electron optics. The high resolving power of a Bragg crystal spectrometer
can be degraded by the electron optics of the x-ray streak camera and the image
intensiﬁer.135 The spectral resolving power of the streaked x-ray spectrometer was
evaluated with a Pb slit plate placed over the x-ray photocathode. The design of
the slit plate is shown in Figure 4.7 (a) with the widths of the Pb strips of tape
varying from 0.25 mm to 4 mm. The Pb strip completely blocks the x rays from
striking the photocathode (i.e., it acts like a step function). The x-ray emission
from a gas-ﬁlled, thin-walled, Au hohlraum irradiated with OMEGA laser beams
smoothed with elliptical phase plates was used.136 The x-ray emission spectrum
recorded with the Bragg crystal spectrometer and a Pb slit plate over the x-ray
photocathode [see Fig. 4.7(b)] shows the noise level of signal at the locations of
the Pb strips and high signal levels between the Pb strips. The smearing of the
measured signals at the edge of Pb strips of tape is caused by the x-ray streak
camera. A spectral lineout of the measured streak image averaged over 60 ps is
shown in Fig. 4.8(a). This calibration shows that the x-ray streak camera has a
dynamic range of at least 50 for the locations having 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 mm widths
of Pb tape, but the contrast at the 0.25 mm tape is degraded. Since the typical
size of Al 1s-2p line absorption features was ∼ 1 mm, the streak camera response
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Fig. 4.7: (a) A design of Pb slit plate for contrast measurements (b) a
measured streak image using the slit plate for shot 44567.
for the Al 1s-2p absorption measurements is adequate. This calibration is not
aﬀected by the crystal ﬂuorescence, since the Pb strips of tape block both the
Bragg reﬂected light and background light from the x-ray photocathode.
The sharpness of the spectral edge features was used to estimate the spectral
resolution of the diagnostic. Fig. 4.8(b) shows the derivative of the measured
spectral lineout at the 2 mm width of the Pb strip of tape shown in Fig. 4.8(a)
and a Gaussian ﬁt with the full width at half maximum (FWHM) in the photon
energy units of 1.9 eV. The variations of the FWHM estimated from the other
edges are between 1.9 eV and 2.1 eV. An instrumental line width of 2.0 eV was
included in calculated absorption spectra presented in this chapter.
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Fig. 4.8: (a) A spectral lineout of the streak image shown in Fig 4.7(b).
(b) a derivative of the measured contrast at 2 mm gap and a Gaussian
ﬁt with FWHM of 1.9 eV.

4.4.2

Measurements of x-ray attenuation at the Al
K-edge of an undriven target

The x-ray attenuation at the Al K-edge of an undriven target was used to
estimate the amount of x-ray ﬂuorescence in the Bragg crystal spectrometer. The
undriven CH/Al/CH foil has no other background source of light, since there is no
radiating coronal plasma associated with the drive foil. The x-ray transmission [T
∼ exp(-μ(ν)ρΔL)] of Al in an undriven target around the Al K-edge (1.56 keV)
depends on the Al thickness (ΔL), the solid mass density of Al (ρ= 2.7 g/cm3 ), and
the mass absorption coeﬃcient μ(ν).116 The uncertainty in the initial thickness
of the buried Al layer is less than 10% of the speciﬁed thickness. Figure 4.9 (a)
shows a measured streak image of a Sm backlighter spectrum ﬁltered by a 2 μm
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Fig. 4.9: (a) A measured x-ray streaked spectrum of an undriven target
with a buried Al layer. (b) a time history of intensity ratio above and
below cold Al K-edge compared to a theoretical model for the 2-μm
thick Al layer.
thick Al layer buried in a CH foil. A Sm backlighter target was irradiated with
a 3-ns square pulse. The time history of intensity ratio of the measured signals
below and above the K-edge is shown in Fig 4.9 (b). The modeled intensity ratio
at Al K-edge for 2 μm thick Al is 7.8,132 which is much higher than the measured
contrast between 3 and 4. The x-ray streak camera is not limiting the contrast,
since it was shown in the previous section to be able to measure a contrast as high
as ∼ 50.
The cause of the degraded contrast is consistent with secondary ﬂuorescence
that occurs when intense x rays interact with a Bragg crystal or device parts of the
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Fig. 4.10: (a) Measured intensity spectra with (red) and without (black)
background ﬂuorescence subtraction. The constant background ﬂuorescence is shown in green.

(b) A time history of fraction of peak

intensities for the background subtraction for shot 44123.
spectrometer.137, 138 The ﬂuorescence level was assumed to be proportional to a
fraction of the peak x-ray intensity and to contribute a constant background across
the x-ray photocathode. Fig 4.10 (a) shows the measured intensity spectrum
and the corrected spectrum obtained by subtracting a constant background from
the measured spectrum. The level of x-ray ﬂuorescence was found by varying
the fraction of the peak intensity contributing to the background until the ratio
of intensities above and below K-edge matched the model. The time history
showing the fraction of peak intensity contributing to the ﬂuorescence background
and degrading the contrast near the Al K-edge is shown in Fig 4.10 (b). X-ray
ﬂuorescence contributes ∼ 20 % of peak intensity to background, which degrades
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the measured contrast at the K-edge. When the background is subtracted, the
full contrast of measured K-edge was recovered as shown in Fig. 4.11.

Fig. 4.11: Experimental transmission spectra with (red) and without
(black) a background correction. A theoretical model of cold Al transmission for 2-μm thick Al layer is also shown in green including the
experimental resolution of 2.0 eV.

4.4.3

Measurements of Al 1s - 2p absorption features

Figure 4.12 shows examples of the x-ray streak images recorded from CH
targets (a) with and (b) without an Al layer (shot 48232 and 48233, respectively).
The drive and backlighter beams were co-timed at t = 0 ns. The drive foil was
irradiated with a shaped laser pulse of 1.5 ns duration having a foot intensity of
3×1014 W/cm2 and a peak intensity of 8×1014 W/cm2 . The time axis of the streak
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Fig. 4.12: Measured streak images from (a) a CH foil with a buried Al
layer and (b) a pure CH foil driven with the α = 3 drive with the peak
intensity of 8×1014 W/cm2 .
images was established based on the average measured sweep speed (115 ps/mm)
of the SSCA x-ray streak camera. The synchronization of the measurements with
the simulation is described in the next section. The timing of two streak images
was synchronized by matching their lineouts of the temporal evolution at the
2% of the peak intensity at the rising edge of the x-ray intensity. The spectral
dispersion for the streak data was calibrated using the K-shell emission from a
point source Mg backlighter. Shortly after the laser irradiates the drive foil, the
shock heats and compresses the buried Al layer. As shown in Fig. 4.12(a), the
experimental signature of the shock wave heating is the appearance of the Al 1s-
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2p F-like absorption feature and a blue shift in the Al K-edge. When the heat
front penetrates the Al layer, a wide range of the higher charge states appears
as seen after 1.0 ns. These features do not appear in Fig. 4.12 (b), since the
CH drive foil does not have an Al layer. The streak images were temporally
binned and averaged over the temporal resolution of 60 ps. Fig. 4.13 (a) shows
the temporally averaged spectra at 281 ps of two streak images shown in Fig.
4.12. For target shots with an Al layer, the measured spectra were compared with
simulated absorption spectra calculated with LILAC and Spect3D to determine
the level of background light. A constant background was subtracted for both the
absorption and the incident spectra. The intensity of the incident spectrum was
normalized to match the transmitted spectrum with Al absorption. Fig. 4.13 (b)
shows the normalized transmission spectra with background corrections. Shot to
shot variations in the Sm backlighter spectrum caused the spectral shape (slope)
between 1.4 and 1.6 keV to vary. When the slopes of measured spectra from a
pure CH foil and CH foil with an Al layer were not similar, the spectral shape
for the CH only shot was corrected to match to the spectrum with Al absorption
features to obtain a transmission spectrum.
Figure 4.14 shows comparisons of the measured and calculated spectra from
Spect3D for drive intensities of 1×1014 W/cm2 (shot 44124) and 1×1015 W/cm2
(shot 45156) during shock wave heating. The lower intensity launches a 15 Mbar
shock and the higher intensity launches a 60 Mbar shock. An Al tracer layer
(1 μm for 45156 and 2 μm for 44124) was buried at a depth of 10 μm for both
shots. When comparing measured spectra to a synthetic spectrum, the level of the
incident spectrum was adjusted to include a nearly constant bound-free absorption
so that the upper level of the transmission is matched to the calculated spectrum.
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Fig. 4.13: (a) Spectral lineouts of measured streak images shown in Fig.
4.12 with (red) and without (black) the background subtractions. The
measured spectra from the CH target with and without an Al layer are
drawn in solid and dotted curves, respectively. (b) A comparison of
the experimental transmission spectra with (red) and without (black)
the background subtraction.
The simulations for the lower drive intensity show only F-like absorption. The
simulations for the higher drive intensity show higher charge states (i.e., F-, O-,
and N- like). The measured spectra are compared with the Spect3D calculated
spectra and the background subtracted measurement in Fig. 4.14.
As stated above, there are two sources of background light for a driven target
shot: x-ray ﬂuorescence of the Bragg crystal and x-ray emission from the coronal
plasma of the drive foil. For a driven target shot, the level of background was
estimated prior to the shock arrival at the buried Al layer based on the corrections
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Fig. 4.14: Comparisons of the measured Al transmission spectra compared with simulated spectra with Spect3D (red curve) for the drive
intensities of (a) 1×1014 W/cm2 and (b) 1×1015 W/cm2 . The measured
spectra with and without background subtractions are shown in black
and blue symbols, respectively.
of the measured contrast at K-edge. After the shock propagated through the Al
layer, the background was estimated based on comparisons of measured Al 1s-2p
absorption to LILAC /Spect3D predictions. Figure 4.15 shows a time history of
the estimated background levels for shot 48225 for a drive foil irradiated with a
shaped pulse (α = 3). The fraction of the peak measured intensity representing
the level of background is plotted as a function of time. The estimated fraction
of peak intensities from two methods is consistent around the time of the initial
shock heating at 420 ps. The background at later times increases to as much as
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Fig. 4.15: A time history of the background fraction of peak intensity estimated from cold K-edge (blue diamond) and comparisons with
simulated spectra using Spect3D (red triangle) for shot 48235
50% because the x-ray radiated power from the coronal plasma increases during
the main drive.

4.4.4

Spectral ﬁtting of measured Al 1s-2p absorption
features

The measured spectra with background corrections were ﬁt with the atomic
physics code PrismSPECT 118 assuming the uniform conditions for various combinations of Te and ρ. Figure 4.16 shows measured spectra analyzed with PrismSPECT for the drive intensity of 1×1015 W/cm2 (shot 45155) at two times. The
best ﬁt to the measured spectra during shock wave heating was determined based
on a least squares ﬁtting routine, which inferred Te and ρ simultaneously. The
measured spectra at the time of the heat front penetration were qualitatively com-
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Fig. 4.16: (a) A measured spectrum during shock wave heating and
ﬁt obtained in a least square ﬁtting routine to infer Te and ρ. The
inferred plasma condition is Te of 32 eV and ρ of 3.0 g/cm3 . (b) A
measured spectrum during heat front penetration and modeled spectra
to qualitatively ﬁt it to determine an upper and lower limit of Te . The
modeled spectra are calculated with Te = 50 eV and ρ = 5.5 g/cm3 for
the lower limit (blue curve) and Te = 100 eV and ρ = 2.5 g/cm3 for the
upper limit (orange curve). The total modeled spectrum (red curve) is
obtained by the product of the two spectra.
pared to the product of two calculated spectra as shown in Fig. 4.16 (b). Because
of the strong gradients in Te and ρ when heat front penetrates, the absorption
spectrum cannot be ﬁt by a calculated spectrum with a single Te and density.
Measurements of the electron temperature and density proﬁles in the conduction
zone are challenging and are not available for these experiments. Consequently, it
was assumed that the Al layer has two regions; 1) a lower density and higher temperature region characteristic of matter ablated into the conduction zone, and 2)
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a higher density and lower temperature region characteristic of the shock heated
and compressed matter. The initial areal density was divided equally into two
parts. The total spectrum is a product of the calculated transmission spectra
from each region and can be compared with the overall shape of measured spectra
to roughly determine upper and lower limits of Te ’s. This satisﬁes the experimental objective to identify the time of heat front penetration by ﬁnding when a wide
range of temperatures (greater than the shock heated temperature) exists in the
Al layer.
The ionization caused by the shock wave heating and compression can be obtained with diﬀerent combinations of electron temperature and density; therefore,
the inference of electron temperature is limited by the uncertainty in the compressed density. Figure 4.17 shows a comparison of the measured spectra with the
calculated spectra for (a) low electron temperatures (Te ∼ 10-15 eV) with only a
F-like absorption feature, and (b) for intermediate electron temperatures (Te ∼
20-24 eV) with F-like and O-like absorption features. Establishing the background
light levels for the low electron temperature case is challenging because only the
F-like charge state is observed and depending on the electron temperature the
absorption can range from 0% to 100%. As described in the previous section, a
background subtraction changes the magnitude of peak transmission. The absorption spectrum shown in Fig. 4.17(a) has a negligible background from the
CH coronal plasma of the drive foil. The variation of the measured F-like peak
due to background subtraction using 0 to 20% of the peak measured intensity corresponding to the crystal ﬂuorescence is shown as a vertical bar in Fig. 4.17(a).
The results of a chi-squared ﬁtting procedure are presented in Fig. 4.17(c) for the
low electron temperature case and in Fig. 4.17(d) for the intermediate tempera-
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Fig. 4.17: Error estimates of Te ﬁt for (a) a low temperature case (Te ∼
10-15 eV) and (b) an intermediate temperature (Te ∼ 20-24 eV). The
calculated spectra with Te = 12 eV (green), 13 eV (red) and 14 eV
(orange) and ρ = 8.8 g/cm3 are shown for comparisons in (a). For the
intermediate Te case, the calculated spectra are shown for Te and ρ of
20 eV and 2 g/cm3 (orange), 22 eV and 4 g/cm3 (red) and 24 eV and
8 g/cm3 . Contours of the chi-squared values calculated for the low and
intermediate temperature cases are shown in (c) and (d). The ranges
of Te and ρ inferred from the contours in (c) and (d) are 13 eV (± 0.5
eV) and 8.8 g/cm3 (+5,-4 g/cm3 ) for the lower Te case and 24 eV (± 2
eV) and 4 g/cm3 (+4,-2 g/cm3 ).
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ture case. The error estimates from the spectral ﬁtting routine are determined by
doubling the minimum chi-squared value.139 The plasma condition inferred for
the low temperature case is 13 eV (± 0.5 eV) and 8.8 g/cm3 (+5, -4 g/cm3 ). The
uncertainty in the background subtraction increases the uncertainty in the electron temperature to ± 1 eV, since calculated spectra for 12 eV and 14 eV bound
the peaks varied by background subtraction. Fig. 4.17 (b) is an example of a
spectral ﬁt to F- and O-like absorption features. The contour of the chi-squared
values for the measured spectrum in Fig.4.17 (b) is shown in Fig 4.17(d). The
range of Te and ρ inferred from this ﬁt is 20 eV < Te < 24 eV and 2 g/cm3 < ρ<
8 g/cm3 . Therefore, the inferred Te is 22 eV with an uncertainty of ± 2 eV or ∼
10 %. A mass density of 4 g/cm3 is inferred from the best ﬁt with an uncertainty
of between -2 g/cm3 and +4 g/cm3 .

4.5

Results and Discussion

Time-resolved electron temperatures inferred from the experimental results
during shock wave heating and heat front penetration are compared with postprocessed LILAC simulations using a nonlocal thermal transport model,51 as well
as ﬂux-limited models with f = 0.06 and f = 0.1.46 Shock wave heating and the
timing of the heat front penetration were investigated for a wide range of target
adiabats (1.5 < α < 5). The laser pulse shapes used in the experiment–1ns-square
(1×1015 W/cm2 and 4×1014 W/cm2 ), 3 ns-square(1×1014 W/cm2 ), α = 3 (peak
intensities of 8×1014 W/cm2 and 1×1015 W/cm2 ) and α = 2 pulses – are shown
in Figure 4.18. Square laser pulses launch a single shock through a CH/Al/CH
foil and a shell adiabat of 5 is created by the 1 ns-square pulse with peak intensity
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Fig. 4.18: Laser pulse shapes for (a) square pulse shapes (1ns-square
and 3-ns square) and (b) shaped pulse shapes α = 3 and α = 2). The
peak intensities for the square laser pulses are 1×1015 W/cm2 (red),
4×1014 W/cm2 (green), and 1×1014 W/cm2 (blue).

For the α = 3

drives, the peak intensities are 8×1014 W/cm2 (blue) and 1×1015 W/cm2
(green), and 1×1015 W/cm2 for the α = 2 drive (red).
of 1×1015 W/cm2 . A shaped laser pulse drive is created with a low intensity
foot pulse that gradually increases to a constant high-intensity main drive. The
adiabat of a CH/Al/CH foil driven with a shaped pulse is set by the foot intensity.
The slowly-rising intensity of the main drive produces a series of weak shock waves
as the drive pressure slowly increases (i.e., a compression wave). Ideally, isentropic
target compression is achieved with a shaped laser pulse. The ﬁrst observation of
plasma conditions created with a weak shock and a compression wave in directdrive ICF are presented in this section. The laser pulse shape and the number
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of drive beams were selected to achieve a desired target adiabat α. The buried
depth of the Al tracer layer was varied to probe diﬀerent portions of the target.
The experimental results of shock wave heating from single and multiple shocks
and timing of heat front penetration generally agree with LILAC using f = 0.06
or the nonlocal model for times when the shock wave is transiting the drive foil.
The only exception to this agreement is for drive foils with the Al layer buried
at the very shallow depth of 5 μm, where early penetration of the heat front
into the Al layer was observed experimentally compared to the 1-D prediction.
This eﬀect was attributed to spatial intensity modulations (i.e., hot spots)141 in
the laser drive. After the shock wave breaks out of the rear surface of the foil,
signiﬁcant discrepancies are observed between the measured and predicted levels
of shock wave heating. These discrepancies are attributed to 2-D eﬀects. The
spatial intensity proﬁle of the laser drive incident on the target is deﬁned by
the single beam super-Gaussian proﬁle and the overlap of beams having angle of
incidence up to ∼ 60 degrees. This causes the shock wave front to have curvature
that creates lateral gradients in the temperature and density proﬁles in the corona
plasma, leading to cooling the coronal plasma due to a lateral heat ﬂow. As a
consequence, the radiative heating of the Al layer predicted with a 2-D prediction
is lower than that with a 1-D prediction. Acceleration of the drive foil can bow
the target and enhance the 2-D eﬀects.
The synchronization of the experimental timing with the simulation to establish the absolute timing of the measured x-ray streak is described in Sec. 4.5.1.
The comparisons of measured and predicted time histories of the electron temperatures are presented in Sec. 4.5.2 and Sec. 4.5.3 for square and shaped laser pulse
drives, respectively. In Sec. 4.5.3, a discussion of preheat from energetic electrons
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created by laser plasma interactions is presented. It is shown that the eﬀects of
preheat are masked by 2-D eﬀects of the planar drive foil. The results of inferred
mass densities from measured Stark-broadened absorption spectra are presented.

4.5.1

Synchronization of experimental timing with
simulation

The absolute timing of the measured x-ray streak is established by synchronizing the measured onset of shock heating in the buried Al layer with that predicted
by the LILAC simulation. The experimental signature of shock heating in the Al
layer is a shift in the photon energy of the Al K-edge. If the electron temperature
is above ∼ 10 eV the shifting K-edge is accompanied by the appearance of the
F-like Al 1s-2p absorption. In this experiment, the shifting K-edge was used as
a timing ﬁducial in the measured spectra for synchronization with the LILAC
simulations. The diﬀerence of shock timings predicted by LILAC using f = 0.06
and f = 0.1 is less than the experimental temporal resolution of 60 ps. A good
timing ﬁducial around t = 0 in the x-ray streak does not exist for most of the drive
conditions studied, because the initial x-ray emission from the coronal plasma of
the drive foil is usually below detection threshold of the streaked x-ray spectrometer. Figure 4.19 shows the sequence of measured transmitted spectra that were
recorded as the shock propagates through the Al layer that was buried at 15 μm
in a 50 μm CH foil and was driven with the foot intensity of 4 × 1014 W/cm2
for the α = 3 drive. The spacing between the consecutive observation times–t1,
t2, t3, and t4– is ∼ 60 ps. The steepness of the Al K-edge starts relaxing at t
= t1, and stops changing shape at t = t3, indicating the shock has gone through
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Fig. 4.19: (a) Temporal sequences of measured Al intensity spectra as
a shock propagates through an Al layer. At t=t3 the shock has gone
through the layer. (b) Simulated mass density spatial proﬁles when a
shock arrives at the front and rear surface of a buried Al layer. Thick
lines in the proﬁles represent the locations of the Al layer buried in a
CH foil.
the Al layer and has created uniform conditions in its wake at t = t3 and t = t4.
The spatial proﬁles of the simulated mass density for shot 48235 are shown in Fig.
4.19(b). The simulation shows that a shock wave reaches the front surface of the
Al layer at 400 ps and it reaches the rear surface at 460 ps. The experimental time
(texp = t3) is synchronized to the simulation time (tLILAC = 460 ps) corresponding
the shock arrival time at the rear surface of the Al layer. The temporal resolution
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of the diagnostic and determination of the timing of initial shock wave heating is
within 60 ps.

4.5.2

Plasma conditions achieved with square laser pulses

Peak laser intensities of 1×1015 W/cm2 , 4×1014 W/cm2 and 1×1014 W/cm2
were generated for the square laser pulses using either a 1-ns or 3-ns square laser
pulse shape. LILAC predicted that the pressures of the single shock wave launched
by these drive intensities were 60, 40, and 15 Mbar, respectively. The Sm backlighter target was irradiated with the same pulse shape as the CH/Al/CH drive
foil. The absorption spectra recorded just after shock wave heating are compared
with the ﬁtted lines shapes in Fig. 4.20. The Al layer was buried at 10 μm for

Fig. 4.20: Measured Al absorption spectra and ﬁts for the square laser
pulse drives having intensities of (a) 1×1014 W/cm2 , (b) 4×1014 W/cm2
and (c) 1×1015 W/cm2 . The buried depth of an Al layer was 10 μm for
all three targets. The inferred condition from the ﬁt is shown in each
ﬁgure.
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these shots. The lowest intensity shot had an Al thickness of 2 μm and the other
shots had an Al thickness of 1 μm. This improved the signal to noise ratio of the
absorption spectra recorded with the lowest intensity drive. As the drive intensity is increased, the shock-wave pressure increases and higher Al charge states
were observed in 1s-2p absorption. Only the F-like charge state was recorded for
the lowest drive intensity (1×1014 W/cm2 ), while F-like, O-like, N-like and C-like
are observed for the highest drive intensity (1×1015 W/cm2 ). Consequently, the
inferred electron temperature increased from 14 eV to 24 eV to 36 eV (with 10
% uncertainties) as the drive intensities increased from 1×1014 W/cm2 to 4×1014
W/cm2 to 1×1015 W/cm2 . The mass densities inferred from measured spectra for
the square laser pulses were ∼ 5 g/cm3 (± ∼ 2 g/cm3 ).
Three buried depths – 5, 10, and 15 μm – of the Al layer were studied for the
1 ns square pulse drive with a peak intensity of 1×1015 W/cm2 . A time history of
the electron temperature in the Al layer inferred from the absorption spectroscopy
for each of these buried depths is plotted in Fig. 4.21. The experimental data
are presented with a single symbol during shock wave heating and with a vertical
line connecting two symbols that represent the range of upper and lower limits of
inferred Te after the heat front penetrates. Figure 4.21 shows the LILAC simulations using f = 0.06, f = 0.1 and the nonlocal model. The post-processed electron
temperatures were calculated as described in Sec. 4.3. The shock breakout time
from the rear surface of the target (t = 0.72 ns), calculated with the nonlocal
model for this drive intensity, is indicated with the dotted vertical line in each
ﬁgure. The drive foil begins to accelerate and decompress after the shock wave
break out of the rear surface of the target. An examination of Fig. 4.21 reveals
the onset of shock wave heating is delayed as the buried depth of the Al layer is
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Fig. 4.21: Time-resolved electron temperatures inferred from the experiment for the drive intensity of 1×1015 W/cm2 compared with the
LILAC simulations using f = 0.06(red), f = 0.1(green) and the nonlocal model(orange). The depth of the buried Al layer was (a) 5 μm,(b)
10 μm and (c) 15 μm. The shock breakout time from the rear surface
of the target (t = 0.72 ns), calculated with the nonlocal model for this
drive intensity, is indicated with the dotted vertical line in each ﬁgure.
increased as expected. A similar trend is observed for the heat front penetration.
The simulation with the higher ﬂux limiter predicts more shock wave heating and
an earlier penetration of the heat front than the other two models. While the
shock wave is transiting the drive foil (i.e., for times earlier than the shock breakout time at t = 0.72 ns), the LILAC predictions using the nonlocal model agree
with the experimental results for the 5 μm, 10 μm and 15 μm buried depths. The
nonlocal prediction is closer to the f = 0.1 prediction for the 5 μm buried depth,
but is similar to the f = 0.06 prediction for the deeper depths. This shows the
time-dependent nature of the nonlocal heat transport(see Fig. 4.4). For the 5 μm
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and 10 μm buried depths, the measured timing of heat front penetration occurs
before or around the predicted shock breakout time. The prediction using the
nonlocal model or f = 0.06 agrees with the measured heat front penetration of
the 5 μm and 10 μm buried depths. After the shock wave breakout there are
some minor discrepancies between the models and the measurements. The measured electron temperature for the 15 μm buried depth remains constant in time,
while the prediction shows it should increase with time though it is close to the
uncertainties. This discrepancy is likely due to the 2-D eﬀects discussed in the
next section. The f = 0.1 predictions do not agree with the measured heat front
penetration in the 10 μm and 15 μm buried depth cases.
Two buried depths – 5 and 10 μm – of the Al layer were studied for the 1 ns
square pulse drive with a peak intensity of 4×1014 W/cm2 . A time history of the
electron temperature in the Al layer inferred from the absorption spectroscopy
for each of these buried depths is plotted in Fig. 4.22. The experimental data
are presented with a single symbol during shock wave heating and with a vertical
line connecting two symbols that represent the range of upper and lower limits of
inferred Te after the heat front penetrates. Figure 4.22 shows the LILAC simulations using f = 0.06, f = 0.1 and the nonlocal model. The post-processed electron
temperatures were calculated as described in Sec. 4.3. The shock breakout time
from the rear target surface (t = 0.88 ns) is calculated with the nonlocal model for
this drive intensity and is indicated with the dotted vertical line in each ﬁgure. It
occurs very late in the pulse. The timing of the shock wave heating and the heat
front penetration on the buried depth is similar to Fig. 4.21. The nonlocal predictions are similar to the f = 0.06 predictions. The simulation with the higher ﬂux
limiter predicts more shock wave heating and an earlier penetration of the heat
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Fig. 4.22: Time-resolved electron temperatures inferred from the experiment for the drive intensity of 4×1014 W/cm2 for (a) 5 μm and (b)
10 μm buried depths. The data are compared with LILAC simulations
using f = 0.06(red), f = 0.1(green) and the nonlocal model(orange).
The shock breakout time from the rear target surface (t = 0.88 ns)
is calculated with the nonlocal model for this drive intensity and is
indicated with the dotted vertical line in each ﬁgure.
front than the other models. The LILAC predictions using the nonlocal model
or the f = 0.06 model agree with the experimental results for the 10 μm buried
depth throughout the pulse. The initial level of shock wave heating agrees with
all three models for the 5 μm buried depth; however, the f = 0.1 model is closest
to the heat front penetration for this shallow depth. The advanced penetration of
the heat front for the 5 μm buried depth may be caused by spatial nonuniformities
in the laser irradiation proﬁle.
Two buried depths – 5 and 10 μm – of the Al layer were studied for the 3 ns
square pulse drive with a peak intensity of 1×1014 W/cm2 . 2-D SSD was not em-
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ployed for this experiment to match the drive conditions used for the spectrally
resolved x-ray scattering measurement presented in Chapter 3. Smoothing by
spectral dispersion smoothes the spatial nonuniformities in the laser irradiation
proﬁle on a time scale that is short compared to the hydrodynamic time scales.
The disadvantage of turning oﬀ 2-D SSD is an increase in the level of the laser
irradiation nonuniformities. A time history of the electron temperature in the Al
layer inferred from the absorption spectroscopy for each of these buried depths is
plotted in Fig. 4.23. The experimental data are presented with a single symbol
during shock wave heating and with a vertical line connecting two symbols that
represent the range of upper and lower limits of inferred Te after the heat front
penetrates. Figure 4.23 shows the LILAC simulations using f = 0.06, f = 0.1 and
the nonlocal model. The post-processed electron temperatures were calculated as
described in Sec. 4.3. The shock breakout time (t = 1.37 ns) calculated with the
nonlocal model for this drive intensity is indicated with the dotted vertical line in
each ﬁgure. All of the models have similar predictions. The LILAC predictions
agree with the experimental results for the 10 μm buried depth throughout the
pulse [Fig. 4.23(b)]. This type of drive may not be sensitive to the reduction
of radiative heating caused by 2-D eﬀects. The coronal plasma temperature predicted with LILAC remains relatively low (∼ 2 keV) after shock breakout time;
consequently, the level of radiative heating may be negligible. The initial level of
shock wave heating for the 5 μm buried depth is below detection threshold until
just after t=0.4 ns. The heat front penetration for this shallow depth is much
earlier than the LILAC predictions [Fig. 4.23(a)] and is most likely caused by
the higher level of laser irradiation nonuniformities with the 2-D SSD turned oﬀ.
The 10 μm buried depth does not appear to be inﬂuenced by this eﬀect. Plasma
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Fig. 4.23: Comparisons of time-resolved electron temperatures inferred
from the experiment for the drive intensity of 1×1014 W/cm2 with the
LILAC simulations using f = 0.06(red), f = 0.1(green) and the nonlocal model(orange) for (a) 5 μm and (b) 10 μm buried depths. The
shock breakout time (t = 1.37 ns) calculated with the nonlocal model
for this drive intensity is indicated with the dotted vertical line in each
ﬁgure.
smoothing of the laser irradiation nonuniformities reduces nonuniformities in the
drive at the ablation surface.54 Since the heat front penetration time is delayed
as the buried depth is increased, the 10 μm buried depth has more time to form a
coronal plasma. Consequently, the plasma smoothing is more eﬀective and early
heat front penetration is not observed for the 10 μm case. Further investigation is
needed to understand the cause of the early heat front penetration for this drive
condition. The measured level of shock wave heating of ∼ 13 eV for the 3 ns
square pulse drive with a peak intensity of 1×1014 W/cm2 is close to the simula-
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tions. This is consistent with the results from non-collective spectrally resolved
x-ray scattering experiment using the same drive condition as shown in Chapter
3.

4.5.3

Plasma conditions achieved with shaped laser
pulses

High target compression can be achieved in ICF using a shaped laser pulse
drive that launches a weak shock wave during the foot pulse through the target
followed by a compression wave during the rise to the main pulse.10 Three shaped
laser drives were investigated using the following laser pulse shapes: α = 3 drive
with a peak intensity of 8 × 1014 W/cm2 , α = 3 drive with a peak intensity of
1 × 1015 W/cm2 and α = 2 drive with a peak intensity of 1 × 1015 W/cm2 [see
Fig. 4.18(b)]. To realize the full eﬀect of the compression wave on the buried Al
layer in a planar target, the shock breakout time needs to occur after the shaped
laser pulse reaches peak intensity. Also, the buried depth should be deep enough
to avoid heat front penetration until after the compression wave has propagated
through the Al layer. This section demonstrates how higher target compression
can be achieved with a shaped laser drive compared to a square laser drive.
The peak intensity of the α = 3 drive was increased from 8 × 1014 W/cm2
to 1 × 1015 W/cm2 to investigate preheat of the buried Al layer by energetic
electrons.22 The higher peak intensities were achieved by increasing the number
of drive beams from 15 to 21. In the two-plasmon-decay (TPD) instability,140
the incident laser light decays into two electron plasma waves (plasmons) around
the quarter critical density region, producing energetic electrons. Preheat due to
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energetic electron production from the TPD instability usually occurs during the
main drive of the shaped laser pulse. The hard x-ray signals produced by the hot
electrons have been observed to increase exponentially with the overlapped laser
intensities in the 0.5 to 1.0 × 1015 W/cm2 range.24 The experiment is designed
to increase energetic electron production by varying the peak intensity of the α =
3 drive. The hard x-ray signals were monitored with the four-channel hard x-ray
detector recording x-ray energies greater than 20 keV, 40 keV, 60 keV and 80
keV.142 In the absorption spectroscopy experiment hard x rays can be produced
in the coronal plasmas of the backlighter and the drive foil. Unfortunately, hard xray measurements were not taken of the drive foil alone to study the hot electrons
produced solely by the drive foil.
The TPD is expected to occur for most of the drives under consideration
based on the threshold parameter143 given as I14 ×Lμm /(230×Tc ), where I14 is the
incident laser intensity at the quarter critical density in units of 1014 W/cm2 ,
Lμm is the density scale length in microns at the quarter critical density and
Tc is the electron temperature at the quarter critical density in keV. When the
threshold parameter is above 1, laser light from the drive may decay into two
electron plasma waves around the quarter-critical density. The predicted density
scale length in a planar target is longer than that in a spherical implosion with the
same overlapped laser intensity, resulting in more energetic electron productions.24
The higher intensity α = 3 drive exceeds a threshold parameter greater than 1 at
t = ∼ 0.8 ns, while the threshold parameter for the lower intensity drive exceeds
1 around t = 1.0 ns.
Three buried depths – 10, 15 and 20 μm – of the Al layer were studied for the
α = 3 drive with peak intensity of 8× 1014 W/cm2 . A time history of the electron
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Fig. 4.24: Comparisons of the measured electron temperatures for the
α = 3 drive with peak intensity of 8×1014 W/cm2 with the LILAC
simulations using f = 0.06(red), f = 0.1(green) and the nonlocal
model(orange) for (a) 10 μm, (b) 15 μm and (c) 20 μm buried depths.
The shock breakout time (t = 1.04 ns) calculated with the nonlocal
model for this drive intensity is indicated with the dotted vertical line
in each ﬁgure.
temperature in the Al layer inferred from the absorption spectroscopy for each of
these buried depths is plotted in Fig. 4.24. The experimental data are presented
with a single symbol during shock wave heating and with a vertical line connecting
two symbols that represent the range of upper and lower limits of inferred Te after
the heat front penetrates. Figure 4.24 also shows the LILAC simulations using f
= 0.06, f = 0.1 and the nonlocal model. The post-processed electron temperatures
were calculated as described in Sec. 4.3. The timing of shock wave heating and
the heat front penetration are delayed as the buried depth of the Al layer is
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increased. The shock breakout time (t = 1.04 ns) calculated with the nonlocal
model for this drive intensity is indicated with the dotted vertical line in each
ﬁgure. As can be seen in Fig. 4.18(b) the rising edge of the main drive of the α
= 3 drive with a peak intensity of 8 × 1014 W/cm2 ends at 1.2 ns, which is after
the shock break out time (t = 1.04 ns). While the shock wave is transiting the
drive foil (i.e., for times earlier than the shock breakout time at t = 1.04 ns), the
LILAC predictions using the nonlocal model or the f = 0.06 model agree with the
experimental results for the 10 μm, 15 μm and 20 μm buried depths. The f = 0.1
prediction is higher than the electron temperature inferred from the experiment
during the shock wave heating and the predicted heat front penetration occurs
earlier than the experimental results. In Fig. 4.24(a) the LILAC predictions using
the nonlocal model or the f = 0.06 model agree with the measured timing of the
heat front penetration that occurs just after the shock break out time. The late
time discrepancies observed in Fig. 4.24(b) and (c) are likely due to 2-D eﬀects
discussed below.
Similar plasma conditions were inferred in CH/Al/CH targets driven with the
α = 3 drive with the higher peak intensity of 1 × 1015 W/cm2 . The time-resolved
electron temperatures in the Al layer inferred from the experiment are presented
in Fig. 4.25 for buried depths of 15 μm and 20 μm. The 10 μm depth was not
studied with the higher drive intensity because the Al layer is ablated before peak
compression is achieved in the target. The experimental data and the LILAC
simulations in Fig. 4.25 are presented in a similar format to Fig. 4.24. The
shock breakout time (t = 1.02 ns) calculated with the nonlocal model for this
drive intensity is indicated with the dotted vertical line in each ﬁgure. While
the shock wave is transiting the drive foil (i.e., for times earlier than the shock
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Fig. 4.25: Comparisons of the measured electron temperatures for
the α = 3 drive with the peak intensity of 1×1015 W/cm2 with the
LILAC simulations using f = 0.06(red), f = 0.1(green) and the nonlocal model(orange) for (a) 15 μm and (b) 20 μm buried depths. The
shock breakout time (t = 1.02 ns) calculated with the nonlocal model
for this drive intensity is indicated with the dotted vertical line in each
ﬁgure.
breakout time at t=1.02 ns), the LILAC predictions using the nonlocal model or
the f = 0.06 model are close to the experimental results for the 15 μm and 20 μm
buried depths. However, just prior to the shock breakout time the higher intensity
drive with the 20 μm buried depth shows slightly more discrepancy between the
simulation and the measurement [see Fig. 4.25(b)] than the same case with the
lower intensity drive [see Fig. 4.24(c)]. The electron temperature predicted with
f = 0.1 is higher than that measured for all times.
After the shock wave breaks out the rear surface of the target, the LILAC
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simulations do not accurately predict the experimental results. This can be seen in
Fig. 4.24(b), Fig. 4.24(c), Fig. 4.25(a) and Fig. 4.25(b). Although rising electron
temperatures are predicted for 15 and 20 μm depths due to radiative heating,
the experimental data remain at a constant value of ∼ 20 eV. The measured and
simulated absorption spectra are examined for times before and after the shock
wave breakout time in Fig. 4.26. The simulated spectra are calculated using
LILAC and Spect3D as described in Sec. 4.3. The spectral ﬁtting calculated with
PrismSPECT is also shown. The simulated absorption spectrum is close to the
measured one before shock breakout for the α = 3 drive with peak intensity of
8 × 1014 W/cm2 [Fig. 4.26(a)], but after shock breakout the measured spectrum
has weaker N-like absorption feature indicating a lower electron temperature than
the simulated one [Fig. 4.26(b)]. A similar trend is observed for the α = 3
drive with higher peak intensity of 1 × 1015 W/cm2 . The simulated spectrum is
close to the measured one before shock breakout [Fig. 4.26(c)], but after shock
breakout the measured spectrum has virtually no N-like and C-like absorption
features indicating a lower electron temperature than the simulated one [Fig.
4.26(d)]. Quantitatively, the Te and ρ inferred from the spectral ﬁtting for the
peak intensity of 8 × 1014 W/cm2 (1 × 1015 W/cm2 ) are 24 eV and 6.0 g/cm3
(20 eV and 5.0 g/cm3 ), and compare favorably to the predicted conditions of 25
eV and 4.3 g/cm3 (22 eV and 5.3 g/cm3 ). After the shock breakout, the Te and ρ
inferred from the spectral ﬁtting for the peak intensity of 8 × 1014 W/cm2 (1 ×
1015 W/cm2 ) are 24 eV and 3.0 g/cm3 (22 eV and 3.0 g/cm3 ), and are lower than
the predicted conditions of 35 eV and 4.8 g/cm3 (37 eV and 5.3 g/cm3 ). If the mass
density in the ﬁts were increased, the peak of the O-like absorption is predicted
to increase in transmission. Therefore, the diﬀerences between the simulated and
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Fig. 4.26: Measured and simulated Al absorption spectra before and
after the shock breakout time for the α = 3 drives with the peak intensity of 8×1014 W/cm2 and 1×1015 W/cm2 . The ﬁtted spectra assuming
uniform conditions are shown in green and LILAC /Spect3D spectra
are shown in red.
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measured spectra can only be explained by a lower measured electron temperature
compared to the prediction.
The signiﬁcant discrepancies between the measured and predicted plasma conditions in the Al layer after the shock wave breaks out of the rear surface of the
foil are attributed to 2-D eﬀects in the planar experimental geometry. The laser
drive does not produce a planar shock front. The spatial intensity proﬁle of the
laser drive incident on the target is deﬁned by the single beam super-Gaussian
proﬁle97 and the overlap of beams having angle of incidence up to ∼ 60 degrees.
It causes the ablation surface to have curvature that creates lateral gradients in
the temperature and density proﬁles in the corona plasma, leading to a lateral
heat ﬂow. The resulting lower coronal plasma temperatures reduce the radiated
x-ray power of the corona compared to the case with only radial gradients (i.e.,
the 1-D prediction). As a consequence, the radiative heating of the Al layer is
reduced. The signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the coronal temperature between the 1-D
and 2-D predictions is seen near the end of the laser pulse. Acceleration of the
drive foil can bow the target, further enhancing the 2-D eﬀects.
The amount of heating in the buried Al layer from the x-ray radiated power
of the CH coronal plasma was calculated by performing 1-D simulations with and
without radiation. Figure 4.27 shows the post-processed LILAC /Spect3D time
history of the electron temperature in the Al layer simulated with and without
radiative heating for the α = 3 drive with a peak intensity of 1 × 1015 W/cm2 . The
vertical dotted line shows the predicted time of shock wave breakout. The postprocessed electron temperatures were calculated as described in Sec. 4.3. These
comparisons show the contribution from shock wave heating is nearly constant
during the laser pulse, and the contribution from radiative heating evolves as the
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Fig. 4.27: Comparisons of 1-D LILAC simulations with (black) and
without (red) radiation along with experimental data for the α = 3
drives with peak intensity of 1×1015 W/cm2 (shot 48236)
corona plasma becomes larger and hotter and radiates more x-ray emission. The
CH ablator shields the buried Al layer from the radiative heating. The radiative
heating in the Al layer increases as the areal density of CH between the ablation
surface and the Al layer decreases due to laser ablation. Prior to the shock wave
breakout time, the deviation between the post-processed electron temperatures
with and without radiation is less than 5 eV. After the shock breakout time,
the diﬀerence becomes larger. The simulation without radiation is closer to the
experimental data than the simulation with radiation. This indicates that the level
of radiative heating from the corona could be overestimated in the 1-D simulation,
which does not include lateral heat ﬂow.
A 2-D hydrodynamic simulation DRACO 144 was performed to estimate the
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Fig. 4.28: Mass density contours simulated with 2-D hydrodynamics
code DRACO for shot 48236 (shown in Fig. 4.27) at (a) t = 0 ns,
(b) t = 0.6 ns and (c) t = 1.4 ns. The calculation was performed
with cylindrical symmetry around the horizontal axis and the laser is
incident on the target from the right.
amount of lateral heat ﬂow caused by 2-D eﬀects. Figure 4.28 shows the simulated
mass density contours from DRACO for the α = 3 with the peak intensity of 1
× 1015 W/cm2 at (a) t = 0 ns, (b) t = 0.6 ns and (c) t = 1.4 ns. The calculation
was performed with cylindrical symmetry around the horizontal axis and the laser
is incident on the target from the right. The horizontal axis corresponds to the
radial dimension of the target. The Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy probes
radial locations up to 200 μm, which corresponds to the uniform drive region.
The 2-D simulation includes the experimental conﬁguration of beam angles and
the single beam intensity proﬁles. At t = 0.6 ns curvature in the shock front and
deformation of the shocked planar target are evident. The curvature becomes
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Fig. 4.29: (a) A comparison of the maximum coronal plasma temperatures predicted by 1-D and 2-D simulations. (b) Time histories of predicted electron temperatures in the Al layer using LILAC and DRACO
compared with the experimental data for shot 48236. The 1-D postprocessed Te is shown in blue and the minimum and maximum predicted
temperatures with DRACO are shown in red.
more pronounced at t = 1.4 ns. This creates two-dimensional gradients in the
temperature and density proﬁle in the coronal plasma, leading to a lateral heat
ﬂow. Figure 4.29 shows comparisons between LILAC and DRACO simulations for
(a) the maximum corona plasma temperatures and (b) the electron temperatures
in the Al layer. The 2-D simulation shows a lower corona plasma temperature
by ∼ 1 keV and a lower electron temperature in the buried Al layer by ∼ 10 eV
than the 1-D simulation at the 1-D predicted time of shock breakout (t = 1.02
ns). The minimum and maximum temperatures in the Al layer predicted by the
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2-D simulation are closer to the experimental results than the 1-D prediction as
shown in Fig. 4.29 (b).
Preheat by energetic electrons is expected to be observed in the drive foil
having the Al layer buried at 20 μm and driven with the α = 3 drive with a peak
intensity of 1 × 1015 W/cm2 [Fig. 4.25(b)]. The 1-D prediction does not simulate
the TPD instability; therefore, evidence of preheat would be an inferred electron
temperature in the Al layer that is higher than 1-D prediction. However, the
2-D eﬀects cause the electron temperature in the Al layer to be less than the 1-D
prediction after the shock breakout time (t=1.04 ns). The 2-D eﬀects mask any
signature of increased electron temperature due to preheat from hot electrons late
in the drive pulse. Therefore, any evidence for preheat due to energetic electrons
is inconclusive in this experiment.
Three buried depths – 10, 15 and 20 μm – of the Al layer were studied for
the α = 2 drive with a peak intensity of 1 × 1015 W/cm2 . A time history of the
electron temperature in the Al layer inferred from the absorption spectroscopy
for each of these buried depths is plotted in Fig. 4.30. The experimental data
are presented with a single symbol during shock wave heating and with a vertical
line connecting two symbols that represent the range of upper and lower limits
of inferred Te after the heat front penetrates. The foot intensity of the α = 2
drive pulse was ∼ 4×1013 W/cm2 [Fig. 4.18(b)], producing ∼ 8 Mbar pressure
in the Al layer. The shock wave strength was too weak to increase the Te in
the Al layer above detection threshold. A shifting spectral position of the Al
K-edge was observed. The absolute timing of the measurement was established
with the shifting Al K-edge. The observed Al 1s-2p absorption lines appeared as
the electron temperature in the Al layer increased due to the increased levels of
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Fig. 4.30: Comparisons of the measured electron temperatures for the α
= 2 drive with LILAC simulations using f = 0.06(red), f = 0.1(green)
and the nonlocal model(orange) for (a) 10 μm, (b) 15μm and (c) 20μm
buried depths. The shock breakout time (t = 1.6 ns) calculated with
the nonlocal model for this drive intensity is indicated with the dotted
vertical line in each ﬁgure.
radiative heating during the main laser drive and the compression wave. Figure
4.30 shows the LILAC simulations using f = 0.06, f = 0.1 and the nonlocal
model. The post-processed electron temperatures were calculated as described
in Sec. 4.3. The timing of shock wave heating and the heat front penetration
are delayed as the buried depth of the Al layer is increased. The shock breakout
time (t = 1.6 ns) calculated with the nonlocal model for this drive intensity is
indicated with the dotted vertical line in each ﬁgure. As can be seen in Fig. 4.18,
the rising edge of the main drive of the α = 2 drive with a peak intensity of 1
× 1015 W/cm2 ends at 1.5 ns, which is just before the shock break out time (t
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= 1.6 ns). The predicted peak compression of the Al occurs at 1.5 ns. LILAC
simulations with diﬀerent thermal transport models are close to each other for
this drive condition. The LILAC simulations accurately model the experimental
data before shock breakout time of 1.6 ns. The inferred mass density from the
Stark-broadened spectrum at the peak compression is 11 g/cm3 (± 5 g/cm3 ). As
described earlier, the 2-D eﬀects lower the coronal plasma temperature, reducing
the radiative heating of the Al. The 2-D predictions for 15 and 20 μm depths
are in agreement with the measurements before the shock breakout times, but
lower than the measurements by ∼ 5 eV after the shock breakout. The TPD
threshold parameter for the α = 2 drive exceeds 1 at t = 1.3 ns, indicating that
the diﬀerence between the measured and 2-D predicted temperatures in the Al
after the shock breakout could be heating due to energetic electrons from the
TPD instability. Further work is required to identify the level of preheating and
to include the nonlocal electron thermal transport model in the 2-D simulations
for a consistent explanation of the experimental results for the square and shaped
laser drives after the shock breakout time.
Higher target compression has been achieved with a shaped laser drive compared to a square laser drive. Figure 4.31 shows simulated mass density contours
for the 1 ns square laser pulse drive with the peak intensity of 4 × 1014 W/cm2
and the shaped laser pulse drive (α = 2 drive) with the peak intensity of 1 × 1015
W/cm2 . The time histories of the laser pulses are plotted in the ﬁgure. The laser
is irradiated from above. A single shock wave launched by the square laser pulse
creates a nearly constant mass density in the shocked Al [Fig. 4.31 (a)]. The
shaped laser pulse launches a shock wave by the foot laser intensity and multiple
shock waves with increasing pressure during the ramp of the laser intensity. The
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Fig. 4.31: Mass density contours predicted with LILAC using the nonlocal model and plotted as a function of time and mass coordinate for
(a) a square laser pulse (4×1014 W/cm2 ) and (b) a shaped laser pulse
(α = 2 drive). The laser irradiates the target from above. The time
history of the laser pulses is superposed.
compression of the Al above 12 g/cm3 is achieved when the laser pulse reaches its
peak intensity at 1.5 ns [Fig. 4.31 (b)]. A mass density of 11 g/cm3 (±5 g/cm3 )
and an electron temperature of 20 eV were created in the buried Al layer with the
α = 2 drive. The plasma conditions were inferred from the Stark-broadened line
shapes of Al 1s-2p absorption spectrum. Figure 4.32 presents a comparison of Al
1s-2p absorption spectra for two drive conditions. Both spectra have F-like and
O-like absorption features. This is the ﬁrst measurement of the plasma conditions
in a direct-drive target created by multiple shock waves (i.e., a weak shock and
a compression wave). The best ﬁt to each spectrum is represented by the red
curve. The mass densities inferred are between 5 and 7 g/cm3 for the 1 ns square
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Fig. 4.32: Spectral ﬁts to the measured spectra for (a) a square laser
pulse (4×1014 W/cm2 ) and (b) shaped laser pulse (α = 2 drive). Inferred
mass densities from ﬁtting the Stark-broadened Al 1s-2p absorption
features are between 5 g/cm3 (green) and 7 g/cm3 (orange) for the
square laser pulse and between 6 g/cm3 (green) and 16 g/cm3 (orange)
for the shaped laser pulse. The modeled spectra for the best ﬁt are
shown in red.
laser pulse [Fig. 4.32(a)] and between 6 and 16 g/cm3 for the α = 2 drives [Fig.
4.32(b)]. The simulated spectra for the upper and lower limits of the mass density
are plotted in Fig. 4.32. The predicted mass density of 14 g/cm3 is consistent
with the measured density of 11 g/cm3 at the peak compression for the shaped
laser pulse. The lower predicted mass density of 8 g/cm3 for the 1 ns square pulse
is consistent with the lower inferred value of 6 g/cm3 . Although the diﬀerence
in the mass densities is just resolved with the Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy,
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this experiment shows that higher target compression is achieved with the shaped
laser pulse drive compared with the square laser pulse drive.

4.6

Future work and application

The experimental results presented in this chapter demonstrate the diagnostic
capability of measuring shock wave heating and timing of heat front penetration
using the time-resolved Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy of a direct-drive shock
wave heated planar plastic foil for a wide range of drive conditions. Understanding electron thermal transport in a spherical geometry is the ultimate goal of this
research. A spherical or hemispherical CH target with buried Al layer should be
investigated. Shifting to a spherical geometry eliminates the 2-D eﬀects observed
in the planar geometry and would pave the way for a conclusive preheat experiment. The CH foil is a surrogate for a deuterium-tritium (DT) cryogenic layer for
a direct-drive ICF capsule. Measurements of plasma conditions in a shock wave
heated planar DT or DD cryogenic layer with x-ray absorption spectroscopy will
be a next step to understand the shell conditions of a laser driven cryogenic ICF
target. The target development will be challenging, since a direct-drive, cryogenic
deuterium planar experiment using x-ray absorption spectroscopy will require an
Al foil in a liquid deuterium.

4.7

Summary

This Chapter has presented the experimental investigation of shock wave heating and heat front penetration in a direct-drive planar plastic foil using Al 1s-2p
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absorption spectroscopy. Plastic foils are surrogates for cryogenic fuel layers. Local shell conditions during shock wave heating and heat front penetration were
inferred from time-resolved Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy of plastic foils with
a buried tracer layer of Al. A 50-μm planar CH foil with a 1 or 2 μm of Al
buried layer was irradiated with intensities of 1014 to 1015 W/cm2 in various laser
pulses, and ∼ 1.5 keV x rays from a point source Sm backlighter were transmitted
through the drive foil. The measured Al 1s-2p absorption spectra were analyzed
using the atomic physic code PrismSPECT to infer Te and ρ in a least square
ﬁtting routine. The drive foil was simulated with 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC
using ﬂux limited or a nonlocal thermal transport model. The electron thermal
transport models in LILAC were tested by comparing with measurements of the
level of shock wave heating and the timing of heat front penetration. The experimental results showed that the 1-D simulations using the nonlocal model or
f = 0.06 accurately predict the timing of heat front penetration and the level of
shock wave heating for square and shaped laser pulses while the shock transits
the target. The ﬁrst observations of plasma conditions created with a compression wave were presented. The accuracy of the electron temperatures inferred
from the experiments was suﬃcient to distinguish between the two ﬂux-limited
hydrodynamics predictions. The predicted plasma conditions of a shock wave
heated Al using the nonlocal model were similar to the ones using f = 0.06 in
this experiment. Signiﬁcant discrepancies between measured and predicted shock
wave heating were observed after shock breakout of the rear surface of the foil
and may be explained by reduced radiative heating due to 2-D lateral heat ﬂow.
Preheat experiments of the buried Al layer due to energetic electron production
by the two plasmon decay were inconclusive, since the 2-D eﬀects masked any ex-
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perimental signature of preheat. An early burnthrough observed for 5 μm buried
depth could be caused by high laser irradiation nonuniformity levels without laser
beam smoothing with 2-D SSD. The experiments presented in this chapter have
successfully demonstrated diagnosing a shock wave heated and compressed planar
plastic foil with x-ray absorption spectroscopy.
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5. CONCLUSION
The plasma conditions of a direct-drive shock wave heated and compressed
planar plastic target comprising warm dense matter (WDM) were diagnosed using non-collective, spectrally resolved x-ray scattering and time-resolved x-ray
absorption spectroscopy on OMEGA to validate the electron thermal transport
models in the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC. A direct-drive ICF implosion is
initiated by the ablation of material from the outer surface. Electron thermal
transport is the main mechanism of energy ﬂow between the critical density and
the ablation surface, driving the ablation process. The shock wave launched by
the laser ablation process is the primary source of heating for the bulk of the shell.
It sets the desired shell adiabat having predicted plasma conditions in warm dense
matter regime. A ﬂux limited and a nonlocal thermal transport model in LILAC
have been tested by comparing the predicted shock wave heated and compressed
plasma conditions with the experimental results using two diagnostic techniques.
Non-collective spectrally resolved x-ray scattering was employed for the ﬁrst
time to diagnose the spatially averaged conditions of a direct-drive shock wave
heated and compressed planar plastic foil. Planar CH or Br-doped CH foils driven
with the overlapped intensity of 1 × 1014 W/cm2 were probed with 9.0 keV Zn Heα
x rays in 120 scattering geometry. An examination of the scattered x-ray spectra
revealed an upper limit of Z of ∼ 2 and Te = 20 eV inferred from the spectral
line shapes of the Rayleigh (elastic) and Compton (inelastic) components. The
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electron temperatures predicted with LILAC (Te = 12 eV) were comparable with
the measured results (Te = 10 to 20 eV). An average ionization less than 2 cannot
be accurately diagnosed in this experiment due to diﬃculties in distinguishing
delocalized valence electrons from free electrons. A fraction of Br dopant (∼
2%) in a CH foil was shown to increase the sensitivity of non-collective spectrally
resolved x-ray scattering to the change in Z.
More dynamic measurements than the x-ray scattering ones were made in the
experiment using time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy. This experiment
has the spatial and temporal resolution required to test the electron thermal transport models. Local plasma conditions during shock wave heating and compression
and heat front penetration were diagnosed using time-resolved Al 1s-2p absorption spectroscopy of plastic foils with a buried tracer layer of Al. A CH/Al/CH
foil was irradiated with peak intensities up to 1015 W/cm2 using various drives,
and the pseudo-continuum of the x rays around 1.5 keV from a point source Sm
backlighter were transmitted through the drive foil. The Al 1s-2p absoprtion provides the experimental signature of shock wave ionization of the buried Al layer.
The level of shock wave heating and compression, as well as the timing of heat
front penetration inferred from the experiment were compared with the LILAC
simulations using ﬂux limited (f = 0.1 and f = 0.06) and the nonlocal model.
The experimental results showed that the 1-D simulation using the nonlocal model
or f = 0.06 agrees with the timing of heat front penetration and level of shock
wave heating for square and shaped laser pulses while the shock wave transits
the target. The predicted plasma conditions of a shock wave heated Al using
the nonlocal model were similar to the ones using f = 0.06 in this experiment.
The ﬁrst observations of plasma conditions created with a compression wave were
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presented. Signiﬁcant discrepancies between measured and predicted shock wave
heating were observed after the shock breakout of the rear surface of the foil. They
can be explained by reduced radiative heating due to 2-D lateral heat ﬂow in the
coronal plasma. The investigation of preheating due to energetic electrons produced by the two plasmon decay instability was inconclusive, since the 2-D eﬀects
masked any experimental signature of preheat. An early burnthrough observed
for 5 μm buried depth could be caused by high laser irradiation nonuniformity
levels without laser beam smoothing with 2-D SSD.
Understanding the electron thermal transport in a spherical direct-drive cryogenic implosion is the ultimate goal of this research. Since the planar geometry is
aﬀected by 2-D eﬀects, a spherical or hemi-spherical CH target with an Al layer
should be investigated. The next step will be an investigation of electron thermal
transport in a shock wave heated and compressed cryogenic deuterium targets.
The experiments presented in this thesis have successfully demonstrated that the
WDM of a shock wave heated and compressed planar plastic foil can be diagnosed
with x-ray scattering and x-ray absorption spectroscopy. This research gives conﬁdence to extending these diagnostic techniques to liquid deuterium targets.
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